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ROAD TO
THE RHINE
SEPTEMBER 1,1944

The German army has been beaten in
the cataclysmic battle of the Falaise
Pocket, and chased back across France
in disorder. ln the south of France,
American arrci French troops of the
6th Army Group have stormed ashore

ancl drlven the reinnants o{ tl-re Ger-
man 19th Arrriy no-th toward the border-
The rryar carr i:orhaps be over by Christ-
mas, if only the,iiomentum can be
maintained...

Road To The Hhine is a simulation
of the Allied drivs against the German
Western Front, iror:r Septernb,er, 1944
tlrrough April, 1945. The gatle c,:vers
the initial atterrrtits by the Aliies to
maintain the pace o{ tireir advance in

the face of a rapiclly dsls'ii:r3tir-rg
lcgis'.ical siluat r''', th" Gcr'rrtan 'rtove-!
cu!minating in the Eattle cf the Bulge,
and the final Aliied drive across the
Rhine.

For ease of comprehension, tlte rules
have been divided irrto four sc.tions.
Section I irrcludes several introductory
rules necessary to unc.lerstanding the gerr-

eral course of play. Section ll explains
the malor actions vvhich take place during
a normal game turn, presented in the
order in which they appear in the se-

quence of play. Section lll covers a num-
ber of special rules (such as the function
of special units) which are better ex-
plained after the basic mechanics of the
game are understood. Section lV details
the victory conditions, set-up procedures,
and special rules {or the campaign game

and the two scenarios.

SECTION I: INTRODUCTION

1. UNITS

The counters included in the game

represent the forces which fought over

the area covered by the map. Each coun-
ter is either a f unctional marker or
represents a single unit which was present
in the conflict.

Counters are printed with a variety of
inforrnation which is then used by the
players during the course of the game.

These data may easily be read by
reason of the consistent format used;
the Counter Format Examples indicate
the arrangement of the data.

COUNTE R FOBI!1AT EXAMPLE
GROUND COIVIBAT UNIT

Unit Size Unit TVpe

Unit

I I ldentif ication

The ground combat unit shown is

the 2nd Parachute Division. with a com-
bat value of 6 and a movement allow-
ance of 15. The air combat unit shown
is the 100th Fighter Bomber Wing. with
a combat value of 2 and a range of 11.
The air transport unit shown is the 52nd
Wing.

Unit type symbols, unit sizes, and
the abbreviations used in the unit identi-
fications can be read using the following
tables.

Symbol

Markers

UNIT TYPE SYMBOLS
Definition

Finished lVlovemenl

l\4aneuver Supply

Reserve

Out of General Supply

Airdrop

Replacement Track Marker

Supply Track Marker

Turn Record Marker

Air Units:

Bombers

Fighter Bombers

Transports

Ground Elements

Combat
Value

Unit
ldentification

Combat
Value

Unit

COUNTER FORMAT EXAMPLE
AIR COMBAT UNIT

IVlovement
Allowance

Range

t
o
o
i*
cB
Can
Atlied
Supply

Month

t
f
+
E

,rt
110

COUNTER FORMAT EXAMPLE
AIR TRANSPORT UNIT

ldentification

p
a.
6
0:

$.

F
a

*.

$
p
&

r
i
I.

r
I
!
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Ground Units:

E Arnor (German Panzerl

@ German Pmzergrenadier

|E] Altied Specialized Armor

@] AsauhGun

@ Armored Cavalry

X Mo&rized lnfanuy

El tnfantry

ffil &tountain

ffi Parachute

ffi| Air Landing

t] Static lnfantry

EI Police

@} Security

@] Training

E Commando

UNIT SIZE SYMBOLS
Symbol Definition

XX Division
Brigade (U.S. Combat Com-
mand, French Groupment)
Regiment
Battalion
Kampfgruppe {Battte Group)
Group

ill
il
KG
Group

Counters are also color coded for fast
recognition of nationality or arm of ser-
vice. American units are printed black on
olive. British units are black on light
brown. British Boyal Marines are black
on red. Canadians are white on brown.
French are black on light green. Polish
are white on red. Other Allies are black
on brown.

German Army units are black on
feldgrau (gray-green). German naval units
are printed white on dark blue. German
Luftwaffe units are black on light blue.
German SS units are white on black.

Allied markers are white on olive.
German markers are white on feldgrau.
Neutral markers and those of both sides

used only on record tracks are black on

white.

2. ZONES OF CONTROL
Each ground unit in the game has a

zone of control {ZOC) consisting of the
six hexagons on the map immediately
surrounding the hexagon it occupies.
Adracent hexes separated lrom the hex a
unit occupies by either a full sea hexside
or major river hexside (either bridged or
unbridged) are referred to as being in the
are referred to as being in its primary
negates its effects on the final I hexes of
a supply line (only), but does not negate
its effect on movement and retreat.

During movement, a unit which enters
the primary ZOC of an enemy unit must
stop and may not move any farther that
turn. Units forced to retreat into the
primary ZOC oI an enemy unit are elim-
inated. Supply may not be traced through
an enemy primary ZOC. A unit which
begins its movement in an enemy primary
ZOC may freely exit that hex and later
reenter the primary ZOC of that enemy
unit or any other enemy unit. A unit may
never move directly from one enemy
primary ZOC to an adjacent enemy pri-
mary ZOC, however. The presence of a

friendly unit in an enemy primarV ZOC
negates its effects on rstreats and supply,
but does not negate its effects on move-
ment.

Secondary ZOCs do not affect supply
or retreats, and generally do not affect
movement. However, a r.rnit may not
cross a full sea hexside or an unbridged
major river hexside while moving directly
from the secondary ZOC of an enemy
unit to the primary ZOC ol that or any
other enemy unit.

3. STACKING

More than one ground unit may be
placed in a single hex on the map, using a
process called stacking. Certain limita-
tions do apply to this process.

Only units from the same side may oc-
cupy a hex (exception: see Rule 20,
Dunkirk); each player may place up to
three ground combat units in a hex, no
more than two of which may be di-
visions. Thus, a player could stack two
divisions and one other ground unit in
a hex, or one division and two non-divi-
sions, or three non-divisions. Stacking
limits are in effect at the end of each
movement phase, reserve movement
phase, combat phase. and reserve combat
phase. Thus, units may move through
hexes containing friendly units already
stacked to the limits of the rule, but
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must end their movement, their retreats,
and their advances after combat within
the stacking limits, Units forced to retreat
in violation of stacking are retreated addi-
tional hexes until a hex is reached where
they are not in violation of stacking. lf
no such hex is available, the unit is elim-
inated.

One air combat unit and its associated
ground element (the ground element
bearing the same unit identification) may
be placed in each city or town hex on the
map. Air units and their ground elements
do not count against ground combat unit
stacking.

4, SEOUENCE OF PLA,Y

Road to the Rhine is played in game
turns, each representing approximately
one week of the actual campaign. Each
game turn consists of a weather deter-
mination segment and two identical
piayer-turns: a German player-turn fol-
lowed by an Allied player-turn. Each
player-turn consists of an initial segment,
several impulses, and a terminal segment.
The specific order of events within a turn
is outlined below and detailed in sub-
sequent rules. All actions in a game
turn must be conducted in this sequence.

GAME TUBN
Weather Detarmination Segment
German Player-Turn

lnitial $egment
First lmpulse

Supply Determination Phase
Movement Phase

Air Support Phase
Combat Phase
Fleserve Movement Phase

Beserue Air Phase

Reserve Combat Phase
Second lmpulse

(identical to first)
Additional lmpulses as Needed
Terminal Segment

Allied Player Turn
(identical to German player-turn)

lnitiative: The rules will often make
reference to the player with the initiative
and the opposing player. ln the German
player-turn, the Germ an is the player
with the initiative and the Allied player
is the opposing player. ln the Ailied
player-turn, the roles are reversed.

lmpulses: Each player-turn includes a

variable number of impulses, with the
exact number being determined by the
player with the initiative. ln each player-
turn, every ground combat unit of the

irlti
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player with the initiative may move and/
or attack once, but all units need not do
so at the same time. ln the first impulse
the player with the initiative moves and
attacks with as many units as he desires.
ln the second impulse, the player with
the initiative moves and attacks with
any units he desires except for those
which have already moved and/or attack-
ed. This continues until the player with
the initiative has moved andlor attacked
once with all of the units he desires.
After the last impulse, players conduct
the terminal segment, thus completing
one player-turn.

SECTION ll: SEOUENCE RULES

5. MANEUVER SUPPLY

A. General: During the initial segment
of each player'turn, the player with the
initiative receives a number of Maneuver
Supply Points (MSPs) which can be used

for a variety of purposes. MSPs for the
most part represent gasoline, but are
also a more general gauge of the logistical
eapabilities of each side overall. Players
will expend l\ilSPs for the operational use

of air units and for ground units which
rely on motor vehicles for their primary
mobility. Additionally, the player with
the initiative must pay one I\4SP for each
impulse that is used in his player-turn,
after the first, and must pay one IVISP to
attack across certain obstacles.

B. German Maneuver Supply: The
German player receives 10 MSPs per turn
each turn in 1944 through the last turn
of November. The German player receives

14 MSPs per turn in each turn of De-
cember, 1944. The German player re-
ceives 6 MSPs per turn in each turn of
1945. MSPs may be used in that player-
turn or may be accumulated for later
use. [VlSPs are accumulated by placing
the German supply markers at the correct
location on the track provided in the on-
map chart box.

C. Allied Maneuver Supply: The Aliied
player receives tVlSPs from four sources:
the invasion ports, the southern ports.
the on-map ports, and airlifts. Each is

explained below.
1. The lnvasion Ports: The invasion

ports are off-map to the west. On the first
turn, the AIlied player begins to receive
l,4SPs from the invasion ports at a rare of
25 per turn. 0n the September lV turn,
the rate chanqes to 20 per turn. On the
october ll turn, the rate changes to 14
per turn, On the October lV turn, the
rate changes to 20 per turn. On the

December ll turn, the rate falls back to
14 a turn. On the lVlarch l, 1945 turn, the
rate climbs to 24 per turn and remains at
that level for the remainder of the game.

lVlSPs from the invasion ports may
bre used for any purpose or accumulated
using the Allied player's on-map track
and the two Allied supply markers.

2. The Southern Ports: the south-
ern ports are off-map to the south. On
the f irst turn the Allied player tregins
receiving MSPs from the southern ports
at a rate of 3 per turn. On the September
lV turn, this rate increases to 5 per turn.
On the October I I turn, this rate increases
to 7 per turn, On the October lll turn,
the rate increases to 9 per turn. On the
November lll turn, the rate increases to
10 per turn and remains at that level for
the remainder of the game.

MSPs from the southern ports may
only be used to supply ground units
and air units on the southern map or to
make attacks across major river hexsides
on the southern map. They may not be

used to supply units on the north map,
attack across major river hexsides on the
nofth map, or purchase additional im-
pulses in which units on tl-'te north map
move andlor attack. lf MSPs from the
southern ports are accumulated, they
must be kept track of separately (because

of the limits on their use) by using the
two markers labeled Allied South.

3. On-Map Ports: Ihe ports of
Dunkirk, Ostende, and Antwerp may
be used to bring additional MSPs into
play, as detailed in Rule 19, Port Capture.
MSPs brought into play from on-board
ports may be used identically to AllSPs

from the invasion ports.
4. Airlifts: Allied air rransport

units may be used to bring MSPs into
play. No actual physical movement of
counters is required, the Allied player
instead simply declaring during the
initial segment of his player turn which
of his transports are airlifting [,4SPs.

Each transport unit airlifls one [\4SP,
which may be treated identically to N4SPs

from the invasion ports. Transports used
to Airlift IVISPs may not be used for any
other purpose that player-turn or in the
immediately following German player-
tu rn.

D. Uses of Maneuver Supply:
1. Ground Units: All ground units

with a movement allowance of greater
than 10 require maneuver supply to
function at full effectiveness. Each f/lSP
places one division or two non-divisional
units in maneuver supply. iVISPs are
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allocated to ground units during the
initial segment of the player turn. Only
the player with the initiative allocates
MSPs to ground units during his player
turn. The player with the initiative
designates which units are in maneuver
supply by placing a maneuver supply
marker on top of the unit.

A ground unit with a movement
allowance greater than 10 which has not
had maneuver supply allocated to it has

its movement allowance halved. Addition-
ally, such a unit may not attack if it
moves at all. lf the unit moves instead of
attacking, the unit may not enter the
primary ZOC of an enemy unit unless
entering the ZOC hex is the only move
the unit makes. That is. the unit must
begin its impulse adiacent to the hex
containing the enemy primary 7OC
to be able to enter the hex.

Units which require maneuver sup-
ply but do not receive it defend with
their printed combat value and attack
with half their printed combat value.
Units with an odd number retain the
fraction caused by halving their combat
value. Thus, a unit with a combat value of
5 would attack with a strength ol 2y2.

2. Air Units: Allied transports do
not require or use MSPs. All other air-
craft {bombers and fighter.bombers)
require maneuver supply to fly missions.

Air units may be allocated MSPs
during the supply determination phase of
each impulse. Both players may allocate
lVlSPs to air units in each impulse. When
an air unit is allocated maneuver supply,
the air unit is placed on top of its as-
sociated ground element to indicate that
it is operational. lt rnay fly a mission
during that or any subsequent impulse.
Once it flies a mission, it is returned to
its associated ground element and placed
under it, indicating that it is non-opera-
tional. lt may not fly again until addi-
tional maneuver supply has been allo-
cated to it.

Air units must have one I\,4SP per air
combat value point allocated to them
to become operational during the first
impulse of a player-turn. On any sublse-
quent impulse of a player-turn, two MSPs
per air combat value point are required
to make the air unit operational. Thus,
an Allied bomber unit with an air combat
value of 2 would require 2 MSPs on the
first impulse of a player-turn, but would
require 4 MSPs on the second, third,
fourth, and subsequent impulses.

3. Purchasing lmpulses: Each player
may execute one impulse (the first) in
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his player-turn at no cost. Thereafter,
each impulse executed requires the ex-
penditure of one MSP in the supply
determination phase of the impulse.
During storm. winter storm, and thaw
weather turns (see Bule 17, Weather)
the cost {or additional impulses is in-
creased to two per impulse after the first.

4. Watet-borne Assaults: For each
attack made across an unbridged major
river hexside, the attacking player must
expend one additional MSP. For each
attack across a full sea hexside, the AIlied
player must pay one additional MSP.
(The German cannot attack across full
sea hexsides; see Rule 22, Special Units).

5. General Restrictions: ln addition
to the restrictions on the use of MSPs

listed above, no ground or air unit may be
allocated maneuver supply unless a gen-

eral supply path can be traced to it as

detailed in Bule 6, General Supply.
Units in general supply by means of
airdrops may not receive MSPs.

6. GENEHAL SUPPLY

To operate at full effectiveness,
ground combat units must be in general

supply. Air units are not affected dir-
ectly by lack of general supply (aithough
air units to which a general supply path
cannot be traced may not receive [,4SPs].

A. When to Determine General Supply:
General supply is determined for both
sides at the beginning of each impulse
during the supply determination phase.

Units in general supply at that time are
considered to be in supply for the entire
impulse. Units out of general supply at
that time suffer the effects of non-supply
throughout the entire impulse. Units out
of supply at the beginning of the irnpulse
are so designated by placing an Aut of
General Supply marker on them.

B. How Units Trace General Supply:
A unit is in general supply if a line can be
traced from a map edge along a road fo
a point which is eight hexes from the unit
to be supplied. The eight hexes from the
road to the unit may be through any full
or partial land hex other than through
Switzerland. The line may cross full
sea hexsides and unbridged major river
hexsides, but may not extend farther
than four hexes past the firsr unbridged
maior river hexside crossed or the /asf
full sea hexside crossed. No part of either
the road segment of the line or the final
eight hexes of the line may pass through
a hex containing an enemy unit or the
primary ZOC of an enemy unit. A friend-
ly unit present in a hex negates the effect

of an enemy primary ZOC on the final B

hexes {only} of the supply line.
Friendly map edges for the Allies are

the west edge of both maps and the south
edge of the southern map west of Switz-
erland. Friendly rnap edges for the Ger-
mans are the north edge of the northern
map and the east edge of both maps,
including the edge of the charts in the
southeast corner of the map. The pres-

ence of a road to a friendly map edge is

not necessary if the unit is within eight
hexes of the map edge.

C. Effects of Non-Supply: Units out
of general supply have their movement
allowances and combat values halved,
retaining fractions. [f a unit is out of
supply for the owning player's entire
player-turn (that is, out of suppty during
the supply determination phase of eacfi
impulse) the unit is reduced one strength
level during the terminal segment of the
player-turn. Full strength units with a

back-printed reduced strength are flipped
over. Units without a backprinted
strength and units already at their re-
reduced strength are removed from the
map and placed in the owning player's
Units Destoyed box.

Any unit which would normally be
placed in the Cadre box due to combat
losses{see Rule 11, Ground Combat) and
which is out of supply at the time is

instead placed in the Unrk Destroyed
box.

D. Allied Airlilts: Allied transports
not engaged in any other mission during
an impulse and not committed to airlift-
ing MSPs may instead be used to place
units in general supply. Each transport
unit may place one ground combat unit
in general supply. Supply airdrops are
flown during the supply determination
phase, and the ability of transports to
fly the mission is based on the air visibil-
ity condition (see Rule 17, Weather) of
the previous impulse. Thus, if the second
impulse of a player-turn was cloudy. no
units could be placed in general supply by
airdrops on the third impulse.

E. Cumulative Supply Effects: Units
with a movement allowance greater than
10 which are out of both general and
maneuver supply suffer the effects of
both. That is, such units would have
their movement allowances quartered,
their attack values quartered, and their
defense values halved. They would be un-
able to enter an enemy primary ZQC
unless that was their only move and
would be unable to attack an enemy unit
if they moved at all.
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7. GROUND MOVEMENT
Ground movement takes place during

the movement phase of each impulse.
Only the player with the initiative may
move ground units during the movement
phase.

Each ground combat unit moves by
expending movement poinrs (lVlPs) for
each hex it enters, paying additional I/lPs
for crossing certain hexsides. The printed
movement allowance of a unit is the
number of MPs it may expend in a

movement phase.

Units are moved individually during
a movement phase, each unit tracing its
path through hexes entered and expend-
ing MPs as it does so. Once a unit has

completed its rnovement, a Finished
Movement marker is placed on the unit
to indicate that it may not move in later
impulses of the player-turn.

No ground unit may ever move out
of general supply during the movement
phase. That is, no unit which begins the
impulse in general supply may end its
movement phase in a hex to which a

general supply path cannot be traced.
A unit which begins the impulse out of
general supply is not obligated to attempt
to move back into general supply.

8. TERRAIN AND MOVEMENT

Units pay a cost in MPs to enter each
type of hex on the map, and pay an
additional cost to cross certain types of
hexsides. These costs are listed on the
Terrain Effect Chart (TEC), and are
generally self-explanatory. A few special
types of terrain require a more detailed
explanation.

Unbridged Major River Hexsides: A
unit may not cross an unbridged major
river hexside unless the unit began the
impulse adjacent to the hexside. A unit
expends half of its printed movement
allowance to cross an unbridged major
river hexside; round fractions up"

Full Sea Hexsides: Allied units treat
full sea hexsides as unbridged major rive.
hexsides for movemenl purposes. Germar
units may not cross full sea hexsides
except in accordance with the procedures
outlined in Rule 25, German Nava:
Movement.

Western Holland: The blue shadec
hexes in Western Holland have no effec:
on movement of ground units. All suc!-,

hexes are treated as clear or road hexes.
Road Hexes: Units which move along

roads pay the movement cost of a roac
hex instead of that for the terrain of the
hex the road passes through, not r:
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addition to the terrain in the hex. Units
moving on roads also ignore any addition-
al costs for crossing hexsides crossed by
the road. To use the road movement rate,
a unit must move along the road, moving
from hex to hex connected by the road.
A unit is not required to spend its entire
movement phase on a road to receive the
benefits of the road, but uses the road
movement rate only for those hexes
moved through while on the road.

9. RESERVE CREATION
At the conclusion of each movement

phase, the player with the initiative may
create reserve units"

A. Which Units May Be Reserves:
,Any ground unit which has completed
its ground movement may become a

reserve provided it was not in an enemy
primary ZOC at any time during the
movement phase. it was in supply during
the impulse, and it did not expend
more than half of its MPs in the move-
ment phase. Units with a movement
altowance greater than 10 must also have

been in maneuver $upply to become
reserves -

B. Functions of Reserves: Units which
become reserves are so designated by
placing a Reserve marker on top of them
instead of a Finished Movement mark-
er. Reserves may not attack in the com-
bat phase, but may move and attack in
the enemy player-turn, as explained in
Rule 13, Reserve Movement and Rule
15, Reserve Combat.

C. Losing Fleserve Status: Any reserve
unit which is placed in an enemy primary
ZOC due to enemy movement, retreats,
or advances after combat loses its reserve
status. Any reserve unit out of supply
durinq the supply determination phase of
an impulse loses its reserve status. Once
a reserve moves and/or attacks during the
enemy player-turn, it ceases to be a re-

serve,

10. AIRCRAFT
A. Combat Aircraft: Air combat units

can be differentiated from air transports
kly the fact that air comklat units have an
air combat value and range while trans-
ports have only a transport type code
(see sample units in Rule'1 ). There are

two types of air combat units: bombers
and fighter bombers. Bombers are repre-
sented by multi-engine silhouettes and
all have ranges in excess of 30.

Air combat units are made operational
by the expenditure of MSPs {as explained
in Bule 5, IVlaneuver Supply). Operational

aircraft may fly one of four missions.
Since air combat units may have addi.
tional MSPs allocated to them each im-
pulse. it is possible for an air unit to fly
one mission each impulse, provided the
owning player has a sufficient supply of
MSPs. The following four missions are
possible :

1. O{fensive Support: Bombers and
fighter bombers may both fly offensive
support. Only one aircraft flying within
its normal range or two aircraft flying
at extended range (see below) may fly
offensive support over any one hex.
Offensive support air units are placed on
a hex containing enemy units which will
Lle attacked by friendly ground units that
impulse. The ground attack is increased
a number of odds columns on the Com-
bat Results Table equal to the air combat
value of the air unit flying offensive
support.

2. Defensive Support: Defensive
support is flown in the same manner and
with the same restrictions as of fensive
support with two exceptions: Defensive
support may not be flown to a hex which
already has an enemy air unit flying of-
fensive support in it, and defensive sup-
port low€rs the odds column used insiead
of raising it.

3. lnterception: Only fighter
bombers may fly interception. Only
enemy air units flying offensive or
defensive support may be intercepted.
Only one fighter bomber unit may fly
interception against a hex.

An air unit flying interception may
attempt to shoot down or abort an
enemy air unit in the hex it occupies.
The player who owns the interceptor
rolls the die once per combat value
point of the interceptor. On a roll of
5, the enemy aircraft is aborted. On a roll
of six, the enemy aircraft is destroyed.
lf there are two enemy aircraft in the
hex, the intercepting player must decide
which aircraft he is attacking before he
rolls the die. lf he is entitled to roll the
die more than once, he must indicate
whether he is dividing the rolls between
the two enemy aircraft or concentrating
on one of them.

After the interceptor has fired, the de-
fending aircraft may return fire. All de-
fending aircraft in the hex which were
f ired at may return f iro, regardless of
whether they were shot down, aborted,
or unaffected bV the fire of the inter-
ceptor. The owning player rolls one die
per air combat value point, as did the
intercepting player, and shoots down
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the enemy air unit on a roll of six.
Aborted air units are returned to

their associated ground element, placed
under it, do not complete their mission,
and may not be refueled (allocated
additional MSPs) for the remainder of
that playerturn. Air units which are
shot down are removed from play, along
with their associated ground element,
and may not be returned to play except
through the provisions of Rule 18,
Replacements,

4. Transfers: Any air combat
unit may fly a transfer mission. The
air unit and its associated ground element
are moved to any other city or town on
the map not already containing an air
unit or its ground element. There is no
limit to the range of a transfer mission,
At the conclusion of the mission. the air
unit is placed under its associated ground
element to indicate that it has used its
maneuver supply and is no longer op-
erational.

Movement of Air Combat Units: Air
combat units moye during the air sup.
port phase in the following sequence:

'| . The player with the initiative
flies offensive support and transfer
missions.

2, The opposing player flies de-
fensive support, interception. and trans-
fer missions.

3. The player with the initiative
flies interception missions.

4. Both sides resolve air combat.
5. Both sides note surviving

offensive and defensive support missions
and return all air units to their associated
ground elements.

Extended .Bange Missions: Only air
combat units flying offensive or defensive
support missions may f ly at extended
range. Extended range enables an air unit
to fly to a target within trnzrce its printed
range. When flying extended range, two
air units may fly to the same hex. The air
values of all air units are halved. with
each individual air unit retaining fractions
but the total of air value points in the hex
being rounded down.

Overrunning Air Units: Air units and
their associated ground elements haye no
ZOC or combat value against ground
units. lf a ground unlt moves into a hex
containing an enemy air unit and its
ground element, the air unit and its
ground element are destroyed.

B, Transports: Only the Allied player
has transports. Transports are always
considered to be based in England, do
not require maneuver supply to fly, have
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unlimited range. and may not be inter-
cepted. Each transport aircraft may
fly one of three types of missions: ft/SP
airlifts, general supply airdrops, or air-
borne troop airdrops.

1. MSP Airlifts: Transports are

allocated to MSP airlifts during the initial
segment of the Allied player-turn and
may not be used for any other mission
in either that player-turn or the imme-
diately following German player turn, as

explained in Rule 5, Maneuver Supply.
2. General Supply Airlifts: Trans-

ports not allocated to MSP airlifts may be
used to put ground units in supply as

detailed in Rule 6, General Supply.
Each air transport unit may put one
friendly unit in general supply each
impulse of each player-turn.

3. Airborne Troop Airdrops: Each

transport unit not allocated to MSP

airlifts or general supply airdrops may
airdrop one airborne unit each impulse
of the Allied player-turn, as explained in
Rule 21, Airborne Assaults. Transports
may alternate dropping general supplies
and airborne units in the Allied player-
turn, provided each transport flies only
one mission per impulse^ Tltat is, a trans-
port could fly an airborne troop drop
first impulse and then general supply
airdrops in subsequent impulses.

11. Ground Combat

During the combat Phase, the player

with the initiative may attack enemy
units with adjacent ground combat units"
Attacks are not required, and it is not
necessary that any specific number of
units participate in any attack. All units
in a defending stack, however, must be
attacked together" So long as all are

adjacent to the de{ending unit or stack,
any number of attacking units may
combine their combat values to attack.

It is not required that all units in a

stack participate in an attack; if an ad-
verse result affecting the attacker occurs,
those units not participating are not af-
fected.

ln a combat phase, no one unit may
attack or be attacked more than once.
(Due to the nature of the impulse svstem,
it is possible for one unit to be attacked
more than once in a player-turn. but
never more than once per impulse.)

Attacks are resolved one at a time
in any order desired by the attacking
player.

A. Procedure: Once an attack has treen

designated, total the combat strengths of
all attacking units and of all defending

units. Where modifications to either the
attacker's or the defender's values are
called for due to supply status or terrain.
implement them. Using these values,
create a combat odds ratio expressing the
attacker's strength first. Beduce the ratic
to one of the odds ratios given on the
Combat Besults Table (CRT), always
rounding fractions in favor of the defend-
er.

Once the basic odds ratio has been ar-
rived at, modify the odds column {or any
terrain effects or for the presence of of-
fensive or defensive support air missions.
Note the correct column on the CBT and
roll one die. The intersection of the odds
column and the die roll row indicates the
results of the attack.

B. Combat Results:There are eight
separate combat results possible on the
CRT.

NE - No Effect. Neither side
is required to retreat or take losses.

AL - Attacker Loss. The attacker
must reduce one unit which participated
in the attack by one strength leve[.

AR L Attacker retreat with
a loss. The attacker must reduce one unit
which participated in the attack by one
strength level and must retreat all units
which participated in the attack two
hexes.

DX - Defender Exchange. The
defendinq player decides how many
strength levels he wishes to lose. The
attacker must lose one more strength
level than does the defender. The defend-
er may choose to lose no strength levels,
in which case the attacker loses one. Fol-
lowing losses, the defender retreats two
hexes and the attacker may advance.

EX - Escalating Exchange. Both
the attacker and the defender each lose
a strength level. The defender must
retreat two hexes and the attacker may
advance unless the defender chooses
lo escalate the exchange. lf so. the de^

fender loses two strength levels, the at-
tacker loses one, and there are no re-
treats or advances. The attacker may then
in turn escalate his loss to two strength
levels as well, thus re;nstituting the re-

treat and advance" This continues until
one side declines to escalate further.

lf the defender escalates to the point
that, after taking losses, there are no
defending units remaining in the hex,
the attacker may still not advance after
combat without escalating his losses

to the level of the defender's"
DR * Defender retreat. The de-

fender retreats his units two hexes. The
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attacker may advance. Neither side suf-
fers losses.

DRL - Defender retreat with a

loss, As with DR, but the defender must
also reduce one of the defending units by
one strength level.

DM - Defender Mauled. The de'
fender must retreat all defending units
two hexes and must reduce each defend-
ing unit one strength level. The attacker
may advance.

Losses: All losses in the game are
taken in terms of strength levels. A unit
has from one to three strength levels. All
units have a full strength level (the value
printed on the face of the counter), All
units which are backprinted have a re-

duced strength level (the value on the
back of the counter). All div,isions which
are backprinted also have acadre strength
level. A unit which loses its last strength
level is placed in the units destroyed box.

A unit may not voluntarily lose its
cadre strength level (by bidding it away
in an excalating exchange or a defender
exchange), A unit may not lose its cadre

strength level as the result of any
normal combat result. The cadre strength
level is only lost when a unit is reduced
below its reduced strength level and is out
of general supply, or when the unit is

forced to retreat into an enemy primary
ZOC, across a full sea hexside, or off the
map.

Betreats: Whenever a unit is called on
to retreat, it retreats two hexes. The own-
ing player chooses the first hex of the
retreat; the enemy player chooses the
second hex of the retreat. The second hex
must be two hexes from the hex origin-
ally occupied by the retreating units.
A stack of units is not required to remain
stacked together during the retreat. Units
may not retreat into an enemy primary
ZOC hex, off the map, or across a full
sea hexside, or in violation of stacking
unless no other retreat path is available.
Units forced to retreat in violation of
stacking must be retreated additional
hexes until in a hex no longer in viola'
tion of stacking. Units forced to retreat
off the board, into an enemy primary
ZOC, or across a full sea hexside are
instead eliminated (placed in the Units
Destroyed boxI.

Advances After Combat: The defender
may never advance as a result of combat,

The attacker may advance as a result of
combat if the attack vacates the defend'
ing hex of enemy units, either through
retreats or loss (exception: see Escalating
Exchange above)- The attacker may
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advance up to two hexes, but the first
hex entered must be the hex vacated of
defending units by the attack. The second
hex of the advance may be in any direc-
tion. Units advancing after combat must
stop immediately upon entering an
enemy primary ZOC. Units may not
advance across an unbridged major
river hexside or a full sea hexside ex'
cept to occupy the hex vacated by com-
bat, and may not advance any farther
than that hex" Units advancing after com-
bat may, by placing an enemy reserve
unit in their own primary ZOCs, remove
the reserve status of such a unit.

Which Units May Attack: Any unit
which has not yet moved, or which
moved in the movement phase of an im-
pulse. may attack in the combat phase of
that impulse. Units which moved and/or
attaeked in prior impulses may not
attack. A unit which has not moved, but
which attacks, may not move or attack
in subsequent impulses, and should be
marked with a Finished Movement
marker.

12. TERRAIN AND COMBAT

Different types of terrain affect com-
bat, either by affecting the combat value
of the attacker or the defender, or by
modifying the odds column used. The
effects of terrain on combat are sum-
marized on the Terrain Effects Chart
(TEC), but are explained in detail below.

A. Hexes: Clear terrain hexes, and the
presence of roads or the blue shadinq
indicating Western Holland (Rule 29,
Western Holland), have no effect on
combat.

Town; lf the defending units are
in a town hex. the odds column of the
attack is lowered by one. Thus, a 3:'l
would become a 2:1 , a 2:1 would become
a 1.5:1, etc.

City: All units defendlng in a city
are doubled.

Fortified Hex: All defending Ger-
man units in a fortification hex are
doubled. All defending Allied units treat
fortification hexes as rough terrain,

Rough: lf the defending units are
in a rough terrain hex {or, if Allied, in
a fortified hex or rough terrain hex), the
attack is conducted at one odds column
lower.

Mountain: lVlountain lrexes are

treated as rough terrain for combat.
ln addition, armored units, armored
cavalry, assauit gun, and specialized ar-
mor may not attack into mountain
hexes. All other units, except for moun-

tain units, are halved when attacking
into mountain hexes.

B. Hexsides: lnternational borders
and army boundary hexsides have no
effect on combat.

Canal: lf all attacking units in an
attack are attacking across canal hexsides,
or a combination of canal, minor river,
and/or major river hexsides, the odds are
lowered by two odds columns.

Minor River Hexside: All units
attacking across minor river hexsides
have their combat values halved.

Unbridged Major Hiver Hexsides:
No unit may attack across an unbridqed
major river hexside unless it began the
impulse adjacent to the hexside. (Ex-
ception: see Rule 22, Special Units.)
All armored units, assault gun units,
and armored cavalry are quartered
when attacking across unbridged major
river hexsides. All other units are halved.

Bridged Major Biver Hexsides: No
unit may attack across a bridged major
river hexside unless it began the impulse
adjacent to the hexside or it is attacking
from a town or city hex. All units attack-
ing across a bridged major river hexside
are halved.

Causeway: Armor. armored cavalry,
assault gun, and specialized armor units
rnay not attack across causeway hexsides.
All other units are halved attacking across
causeways.

Dams: No unit may attack across a

dam hexside until the dams have been
blown (see rule 24, The Roer Dams).

,I3. RESERVE MOVEMENT PHASE

After the player with the initiative
conducts all attacks and advances after
combat, the opposing player may move
reserves. Reserves move in the reserve
moyement phase of an impulse, following
the same rules as for movement in a
movement phase.

Only units designated as reserves and
belonging to the opposing player may
move durirtg the reserve movement phase.

As many or as few reserves may be moved
in any one reserve movement phase as
desired, but each reserve unit may move
only once per player.turn. Thus, once a

reserve unit moves, the reserye marker is
removed from it and it loses its reserve
status.

Non-Moving Rxerye Units: Any unit
with a movement allowance greater than
10 must have been allocated maneuver
supply to be in reserve, as explained in
Rule 9. Reserve Creation. lf such a
reserve unit does not move or attack, and
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does not lose its reserve status on account
of lack of general supply or enemy units
moving adjacent[ then the unit does not
consume its maneuver supply, and is
automatically in maneuver supply for the
next player-turn of the owning player.

14. RESEBVE AIR SUPPOFT PHASE

Both sides may fly operational aircraft
during the reserve air support phase. Any
mission may be flown, exactly as in the
air support phase, except that the se-
quence in which mis$ions are flown is
altered to reflect the fact that the oppos-
ing player. rather than the player with the
in itiative. is about to conduct ground
attacks. The specific sequence followed
is:

1. The opposing player flies offensive
support and transfer missions.

2. The player with the initiative flies
defensive support. interception, and
transfer missions.

3. The opposing player f lies inter-
ception missions.

4, Both sides resolve air combat.
5. Both sides note surviving offen-

sive and defensive support missions
and return all air units to their associ-
ated ground elements.

15. RESEBVE COMBI\T PHASE

During the reserve combat phase, all
reserve units of the opposing player may
attack if they have moved that impulse or
if an enemy unit has moved adjacent to
them that impulse. Thus. if a unit of the
player with the initiative advanced after
combat adjacent to a reserve unit, that
unit would lose its reserve status and be
unable to move, but could attack in
the reserve combat phase of that im-
pulse (only).

The purpose of reserve movement and
combat is to counter the offensive
thrusts of the player with the initiative;
it is not to enable the opposing player to
launch simultaneous offensives elsewhere.
Thus, reserve units may only attack units
of the player with the initiative which
have already moved and/or attacked
{and thus have a Finished Movement
marker on them) that player-turn.

16. FINAL IMPULSE

At the end of the combat phase of any
impulse, the player with the initiative
may declare that impulse to have been his
final impulse. The three reserve phases

which normally follow the combat phase
are omitted from that impulse and
the terminal segment of the player-
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turn is conducted, thus completing the
player-turn.

SECTION lll: SPECIAL RULES

17. WEATHER

Weather is determined for the com-
plete game turn during the weather
determination segment- A die is rolled
(by either player) and the resulting die
roll referenced to the appropriate column
of the weather table. A separate column
is provided for each month of the game.
There are six types of weather listed
below with an explanation of their
effects, These effects are recapitulated
on the weather chart.

Clear: Clear weather has no effect
on movement, combat, or supply.

Rain: All movement allowances of
grouhd units are reduced try twrj. Air-
craft are subject to the air visibility table
(see below).

Storm: All movement allowances o{
ground units are halved, retaining frac-
tions. All minor rivers are in flood (see

below). All attacks into mountain hexes
are reduced by one additional odds col-
umn. Aircraft are subject to the air
visibility table. Each impulse after the
{irst impulse of a player-turn requires
the expenditure of two MSPs instead of
one. No amphibious attacks may be
made.

Frostr Atl movement allowances of
ground units are reduced by one. All
attacks into mountain hexes are reduced
by one additional odds column. No at-
taoks are allowed across unbridged ma.ior
river hexsides, except during the month
of November. Aircraft are subject to the
air visibility table.

Winter Storm: All movement al-
lowances of Allied units are reduced by
two, All movement allowances of Ger-
man units are reduced by one. No air
units may conduct any air missions.
All attaeks into mountain hexes are

reduced by two additional odds columns.
No attacks across unbridged major river
hexsides are allowed, except during the
month of November. Each impulse after
the first impulse of the player-turn
requires the expenditure of two MSPs
instead of one. No amphibious attacks
may be made.

Thaw: All movement allowances of
ground units are halved. Aircraft are

subiect to the air visibility table, All
attacks into mountain hexes are reduced
by two additional odds columns. No
attacks are allowed across unbridged

major river hexsides. All minor rivers are
in f lood. Each impulse after the f irst
impulse in the player-turn requires the
expenditure of two MSPs insead of one.

Special Weather Conditions :

I Minor Rivers ln Flood: When-
ever the weather result calls for minor
rivers in flood. all minor river hexsides
are treated as unbridged major river
hexsides for all purposes except tracing
general supply. During thaw turns,
minor river hexsides are not subiect to
the prohibition against attacks aeross
unbridged major river hexsides.

2. Air Visibility Table: During
certain weather conditions (rain, storm,
frost. and thaw) the weather for air
purposes is variable throughout the
turn. To simulate this and provide a

measure of operational uncertainty, the
air visibility table is used.

At the beginning of the air support
phase of each impulse, the player with
the initiative rolls the die and consults
the proper column of the table. Two re-
sults are possible : clear and cloudy.
A clear result indicates that air units may
fly missions that impulse normally. A
cloudy result indicates that air units may
not fly at all that impulse, This die roll
determines the ability of air units to fly
throughout that irnpulse. includinq in the
reserve air support phase" Allied trans-
port aircraft which conduct missions
prior to the air support phase u$e the
weather of the immediately preceding
impulse to determine their ability to fly.
ln the first impulse of a player"turn, this
would be the final impulse of the previ-
ous player-turn. Transports flying IVISP

airlifts are never affected by air visibility
(but are prohibited from flying during
winter storm turns).

18. REPLACEMENTS

Units will become reduced in strength
as a result of combat and supply attrition.
Replacements may be used to build
units back up to strength.

A. Types of Replacements: There are
four types of replacements: infantry,
armor, parachute. and panzergrenadier.
The German player receives all four
types; the Allied player receives only the
first three types.

Units may only be rebuilt using
replacements of the corresponding type,
with exceptions as noted below. ln-
fantry replacements may be used to re-
build infantry, mountain, air landing,
static infantry, police, security, training,
and commando unit$. Armor may be
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used to rebuild armor. assault gun, armor-
ed cavalry, and specialized armor units.
Panzergrenadier replacernents may be
used to rebuild panzergrenadier aod
motorized infantry units and, under
the special circumstances noted below,
may rebuild panzer units.

B. Using Replacements: The ptayer
with the initiative receives replacements
each turn during the initial segment of
his player-turn. The numbers and types of
replacements received are noted on the
replacement chart. The four lines of the
replacement chart correspond to the four
weekly turns of each month. For ex-
ample, the Allied player would receive,
during the second week of each month in
1944, one U.S. infantry replacement, one
U.S. armor replacement, one British
armor replacement, and one Canadian
replacement (which can be used to re-
place either armor or infantry).

Replacements can be used immedi-
ately or accumulated for later use.
lVlarkers are provided to record the total
number of replacements of each type
and nationality accumulated. Place the
markers on the correct boxes of the
scales provided on the map.

A player may only use replacements in
the initial segment and the terminal seq-
ment of his own player-turn. Replace-
ments may not be used during an op-
ponent's player-turn. The Allied player
may use only replacements of the cor-
rect nationality to rebuild units, except
as noted below under special cases. No
unit may receive more than one re-
placement per player-turn.

C. Effects ol Replacements:
1. Divisions: Each replacement

raises a division one strength level.
Divisions in the Units Destroyed box are
moved to the Cadre box. Backprinted
divisions in the Cadre Box are placed on
the map at reduced strength. Non-
backprinted units in the cadre box are
placed on the map at f ull strength.
Reduced strength divisions on the map
are flipped to full strength. Divisions
moved from the cadre box to the map
appear as do new units {see Rule 23,
New Units).

2. Non-Divisional Units: Each re-
placement raises one non-divisional unit
(brigade, regiment, battalion, or kampf-
gruppel from the Units Destroyed box to
full strength on the map {regardless of
whether or not the unit is backprinted),
Alternatively, one replacement can be
used to raise two non-divisional units at
reduced strength on the map to full
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strength. Non-Civisional units moved
f rom the Un its Destroyed box to the
map appear as do new units {see Fule
23, New Urrits).

D. Special Cases:
1. Canadians: All Canaciian re-

piacements may be taken as armor or
infantry. l{ accumulated, they are ac-

cumulated as raw replacements. The de-
cision as to y/hether they are armor or
infantry is not made until they are used.

2. French: The French receive only
infantry replacements; all French ar-
mored units may be rebuilt usirrg the
armored replacements of any Allied
power. French infantry replacements may
only be used to rebuiid French non-
divisional units and to raise French
infantry divisions from reduced strength
to full strength. lnfantry replacements
from another Allied power (Britain,
Canada, or the United States) must
be used to raise French infantry divisions
and mountain divisions from the Units
Destroyed box to the Cadre box, and
from the Cadre Box to reduced strength.

3. Dutch and Belgians: The Dutch
and Belgian in{antry brigades do not
require replacements to be rebuilt.
Each brigade may be rebuilt once during
the qame at no cost. lf destroyed a

second time, the units are permanently
lost.

3. Czechs: The Czech armored bri-
gade may be rebuilt using British ar-
mored replacements.

4. Poles: The Polish armored
division may be rebuilt using British
armored replacements. The Polish para-

chute brigade may be rebuilt once at no
cost in the same manner as the Dutch
and Belgian brigades. lf lost a second
time, the brigade is permanently lost.

5. Aircraft: The aircraft of both
sides are infinitelv replaceable at no
cost. However, no more than one air
unit (and lts associated ground element)
may be replaced per turn. An air unit
may not be replaced sooner than two
complete game turns after its destruction"
For example. a German air unit lost dur-
ing the September ll turn could not be
replaced before the October I turn.

6, . U.S. Armored Cavalry: The
United States fielded several more ar-
mored cavalry groups iregimentsi than
are included in the game, but many of
them were broken up to create new
groups or to replace losses, and thus all
were not in action at the same time. To
represent this, the U.S. Player maY

rebuild one armored cavalry regiment per

month each month of 1945. This may be
done at anv time during the irlonth ancl
tloes not require the expencliture of any
replacements. This is also in adrlition to
any armorecl cavalry i-eqirnenls rebuilt
useing the standard replacement pro-
ced u re.

E. Cannibalization: Both sidel may
create addrtional repiacements by can.
nibalizing units. The German player may
cannibalize any non-divisional unit on the
board or any division in the cadre box.
The Allied player may cannibalize any
British or French division on the board or
irr the cadre box. Players cannibalize
units during their initial segment, but
may not use the replacements received
from the cannibalization that segment.
On ly units in general supply may be
cannibalized. Allied units in general
suppiy by means of an airlift may not be
cannibilized.

A player receives one replacement per

full strength non-divisional unit or
divisional cadre cannibalized. Two re-
placements are received for each reduced
strength division or full strength non-
backprinted division cannibalized. Three
replacements are received for each fuil
strength backprinted division cannibal"
ized. One replacement is received for each
two reduced strength non-divisional units
cannibalized. ln other words, as many
replacements are received for cannihal-
izing a unit as it wouid take to raise that
unit to its current strength from the
Units Destroyed Box-

When a unit is cannibalized, it is
removed f rom play and placed in the
Units Canrribatized box. Once a unit has

been cannibalized, it may never be
returned to play.

19. POBT CAPTURE

Two small ports (Dunkirk and
Ostende) and one large port (Antwerp)
may be used by the Allies to bring in
additional MSPs. Before these ports
can be used, however, they must be
captured and cleared.

Dunkirk and Ostende: As soon as the
Allied player is the only player with urrits
in either Dunkirk or Ostende, the port
has been captured. Two complete game
turns later. the Allied player begins
receiving one tVISP per turn per port.
Thus, if Ostende were captured on the
September lll turn, the Allied player
would begin receiving an additional
MSP in the initial segment of his player-
turn of the October ll turn. The Allied
player must hold the port for the entire
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two game turns before receiving the
supplies. lf the port is recaptured, the
Allied player does not receive the ad-
ditional l\4SP until he has again captured
the port and again waited two complete
tUTNS,

Antwerp: ln order to begin using
Antwerp, the Ailieci player must have
captured all three hexes of Antwerp and
all sixteen hexes of the Scheldt Estuary.
(All hexes of the Scheldt Estuary are
marked on the map with the notation
SE. ) The port of Antwerp begins to
operate three complete game turns
after the last of the listed hexes is cap-
tured. On the first turn of operation
the Allied player receives four additional
ti,4SPs. On the second turn of operation,
the Allied player receives eight additional
t\4SPs. On the third turn of opperation,
the Allied player receives twelve addi-
tional MSPs. On 'the fourth and every
subsequent turn of operation, the Allied
piayer receives sixteen additional MSPs.

lf the port of Antwerp itself is recap-
tured by the German player. the Allied
player may not use Antwerp until he has

repeated the entire above procedure. lf
a hex of the Scheldt Estuary is recaptured
by the German player, it merely interupts
operation of Antwerp until the estuary
hex is recaptured. At that point, Antwerp
resumes operation at its former level.

20. DUNKIRK

Due to the accumulated stocks of
suppiies in Dunkirk, German units in
Dunkirk are aiways considered to be
in general supply, Unlike other fort-
ification hexes, the Allies may rnresr
Dunkirk. Any AIIied unit (exception: see

Rule 22-D, Dutch and Belgian Units)
which moves adjacent to Dunkirk may
move one hex farther into the Dunkirk
hex. Once an Allied unit has moved into
the Dunkirk hex, the iortress of Dunkirk
is invested. Any German units in the
fortification (stacked under the Allied
unit) lose their ZOC and may not attack
so long as they are invested. Such units
do not lose their ZOC until the end of
the impulse in which Dunkirk is invested.

Allied units investing Dunkirk may
switch off investing duties. That is, an
Allied unit may move to the Dunkirk
hex and allow the Allied unit already
there to move away, so long as a unit is
in the Dunkirk hex at the end of the
impulse.

The presence of enemy units in the
Dunkirk hex does not limit the ability
of friendly units to stack in the hex.

I

i
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The Alties mav not invest Dunkirk if
there is a German unit or its ZoC ad-
jacent to the Dunkirk hex.

21. AIRBORNE ASSAULTS

Both sides may conduct airborne
assaults during the game. Different
rules are used by the Allied player and
the German player, Certain general rules
apply to both, however.

A. General :

L The Drop lmpulse: Airborne
units may be dropped during any impulse
of the owning player,s player-turn. On
the impulse of the drop, airborne units
may not move or attack {exception noted
below). and have no ZOC, To designate
airborne units during their impulse of
drop, place an Airdrop marker on top
of them. The drop impulse does not
count as the impulse of movement. Thus,
airborne units may move and/or attack
in any impulse after the impulse of drop.

2. lmmediate Assault: An airborne
unit which drops directly on top of an
enemy unit must immediately attack it.
This attack is conducted during the com-
bat phase but must be the first attack
conducted. Normal combat rules
apply. However, if the hex attacked is
not vacated of enemy units. each airborne
unit in the hex must be reduced one
strength level and retreated One hex
by the owning player. The primary ZOCs
of enemy units in the hex under attack
do not interfere with the ability of the
airborne unit to retreat, but the primary
ZOC of any other enemy unit does. Air-
borne units forced to conduct immediate
assaults are considered to have completed
their movement and combat for the
player-turn.

3. Supply: Airborne units are
in general supply the impulx they are
dropped, ln subsequent impulses, they
are treated as normal units.

4. Terrain: Airborne units may
not be dropped in major city hexes or
in fortification hexes. On the first turn of
the game Allied airborne units may not
be dropped in Holland or Germany.

5. Planning: Airborne operations
require advanced planning. Both players
plot their airborne assaults during the
weather determination segment of the
game turn, immediately after weather has
been determined. Plotting consists of
noting on a separate piece of paper
the identification of each unit the player
intends to airdrop and the hex number
the unit will be dropped in, lt is not
necessary to plot which impulse the unit

will be dropped. A unit need not be
dropped even if a plot is made for it, but
no unit may be dropped in any hex ex-
cept the one plotted.

6, Movement; Airborne units have
their movement allowances halved {re-
taining fractions) the player turn they are
dropped.

B. Allied Airborne Assaulrs:
1. Airlift: Each airborne unit must

be airlifted to the target hex. There is
no limit to the number of hexes moved
through, but there is a limit to how many
units may be airlifted in any one impulse.
Each AIlied transport may airlift one
airborne unit per impulse. Allied trans-
ports airlifting airborne units may not
llV any other mission that impulse.

2. Airborne Units: All Allied
parachute units are airborne, as is the
British 52nd Air Landing Division. Allied
parachute divisions are used normally and
follow all rules listed above. The E2nd Air
Landing divlsion is treated as a normal
airborne division except that it may only
be dropped into a hex containing an
Allied parachute unit dropped into that
hex during a previous impulse. The b2nd
Air Landing division does not require
maneuver supply the turn it is used in an
airborne role.

3. Regrovping: Once an Allied
airborne unit has been dropped, it may
not be airdropped again until it has be
regrouped. An airborne unit has been
regrouped once it has spent a total of
six consecutive turns not in an enemy
primary ZOC. Airborne units may be
placed in reserve while regrouping. but
moving them into an enemy primary ZOC
would interrupt the regrouping process.

4. Basing: Allied airborne units are
normally based in England, and placed in
the Units in England box to so designate.
Units on the map may be transferred to
England by exiting them from the west
map edge. They appear in England one
turn later,

Airborne units in a maior city
on the map may also conduct airborne
assaults, but only one such unit per turn
may do so. Airborne assaults may consist
of a combination of the unit based on the
map and one or more units based in
England.

C. German Airborne Assaults: The
German player has only one unit ca-
pabte of conducting airborne assaults:
the 1*8 parachute regiment v"d_H.
{von der Heydte). This unit may only
be dropped once per game. Unlike the
Allies, the German player must plot
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both the hex and the impulse in which
the unit will be dropped. The unit must
begin the impulse of drop stacked with
a German air unit. No air unit actually
flies to the drop hex but the unit may
only be dropped up to ten hexes away
from the friendly air unit. Unlike Allied
airdrops, the German airdrop may only
take place in an impulse with weather
normally prohibiting air missions (either
cloudy or winter storm). lf the impulse
plotted is a clear weather impulse, the
drop is aborted. Another drop may be
plotted for a subsequent player turn.

22. SPECIAL UNITS
Certain units in the game have special

abilities or limitations over and above
those applying to normal units.

A. Breakdown Units: The counters
provided which bear the identification
BD to the left of the unit box are break-
down counters. These counters may be
used to break down full strength divisions
to cover a broader front. Sufficient
breakdown counters are provided to
break down one U.S. infantry division,
one U,S. armored division, one British
infantry division, one British armored
division, and one German panzergren-
adier Division British armored divisions
and German Panzergrenadier divisions
break down into two counters each. AII
other divisions break down into three
counters each.

1. When Units Break Down: A unit
can break down into its components
at any time while it is moving. That is,
it can break down during the move-
ment phase, the reserve movement phase,
while advancing after combat, and while
retreating. lt may not break down while
stationary ito facilitate taking losses,
for example).

2. When Units Can Recombine: A
unit broken down can recombine at any
time during movement, reserve move-
ment. advance after combat, ol retreats,
when all surviving breakdown counters
of the unit are in the same hex.

3. Lost Breakdown Counters:
Breakdown counters are non,divisional
units and are not bacl<printed. Thus, any
breakdown counter which suffers a loss
is placed in the Units Destroyed box.
Such a counter may be rebuilt at rhe nor-
mal replacement cost.

lf a broken down division is re-
combined while one or more of the
component breakdown counters is in
the Units Destroyed box, all such break-
down counters are removed from the box

I
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and are available to break down a differ-
ent division. The recombined division is
placed on the map reduced in strenqth a
number of levels equal to the number of
breakdown counters destroyed. Thus. a

US infantry division with one breakdown
counter destroyed would be recombined
at reduced strength. The same division
with two breakdown counters destroyed
would be recombined in the cadre box.
(Such a recombination would be accom-
plished merely by removing the one
remaining breakdown counter from play.)

lf all of the breakdown counters of a

division are destroyed. the division is auto-
matically recombined in the appropriate
box on the map and the destroyed break-
down counters are immediately avail-
able to break down a different unit. Div-
isions with two breakdown counters
would be recombined in the Cadre box in
this event; divisions with three break-
down counters would be recombined in
the Units Destroyed box.

Changes in Strength: ln a number of
cases, breaking a division down into its
components may cause it to increase or
decrease its strength, This does not effect
the ability of the unit to break down, nor
does it alter the strength of the break-
down counters. Any full strength division
of the correct nationality and type may
break down using the provided counters,

Stacking and Supply: Breakdown
counters are treated as non-divisional
units for all purposes. They may not be
considered to count as one division when
stacked together, nor may all three break-
downs of a single division be placed in
maneuver supply by the expenditure of a
single maneuver supply point,

B, Allied Commandos: The Allied
player receives four commando units
during the game. Commandos have two
special abilities as detailed below:

1. Crossing Water Barriers: While
commando units pay half o{ their
movement allowance to cross a full sea

hexside or unbridged major river hex-
side, as do other units, they need not be'
gin their impulse adjacent to the hexside
to do so. Thus, a commando brigade with
fifteen movement points could expend up
ta 6% MP to move adjacent to an un-
bridged major river hexside, then expend
7% MP to cross the river and 1 IVIP to
enter the hex on the opposite side
(assuming it is a clear terrain hexI. Alter-
natively, it could spend 2% fl/lP to move
adjacent, 7y, MP to cross, 1 [\llP to enter
the opposite hex, and have 4 l\4P remain-
ing for lurther movement.

2. Amphibious Assaults: Commandos
may conduct amphibious assaults. Two
types of such assaults are possible.

a. Full Sea Hexsides: Commandos
may attack across full sea hexsides by
moving adiacent to them and conducting
a normal attack, The presence of the full
sea hexside has no effect upon combat.

b, Biver Hexsides: Commandos
need not begin their impulse adjacent to
an unbridged major river hexside to
attack German units across it. Addition-
ally, commandos are not halved when
attacking across major or minor river hex-
sides, and do not suffer the odds column
reductions resulting from canal attacks if
attacking alone or exclusively in conjunc-
tion with other units conducting amphib-
ious assaults.

C. Allied Specialized Armor: Four
brigades of specialized armor of the British
79th Armoured Division are provided in
the counter mix. These units have several
speciai functions.

1. Factors and Coding: The four
brigades have a letter code instead of a

normal combat factor. This code will con-
sist o{ either the letter S, A, or B. The
letter A indicates that the brigade has
amphibious capabilities. The letter S indi-
cates that the brigade has support capabil-
ities. The letter B indicates that the
brigade has both amphibious and support
capabilities. In addition to, and regardless
of, the special capabilities indicated, each
of the four brigades of specialized armor
has an understood combat factor of 1.

2. Stacking: Only one brigade of
specialized armor may be placed in any
hex, but the brigade does not count
against stacking in that hex. Thus, it may
be added to a normal stack of three
ground units. Specialized armor may not
stack with US or French units.

3. Support: Brigades capable of
support actions shift the odds by two col-
umns in favor of the attacker when
attacking major cities, fortifications and
fortified towns and cities. Only one
brigade per attack may be used in
this function.

4. Amphibious Assaults: Each brigade
capable ol amphibious operations may
convert up to two infantry brigades (in-
cluding breakdown counters) to amphi-
bious troops. These units (the specialized
armor brigade and the two associated
infantry brigades) must begin the impulse
stacked together, and must remain
stacked together throughout the impulse.
The three brigades assume all of the
characteristics of commandos. lf the
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specialized armored brigade begins the
impulse stacked with a British infanrry
division. the division may break down
into brigades and any two of the break-
downs may accompany the armored
brigade and conduct amphibious assaults
and/or water barrier crossings, The
specialized armored brigade need not
have infantry present to carry out this
function, and may conduct water barrier
crossing or amphibious crossing assaults
by itself at any time. The brigade capable
of both support and amphibious func-
tions may only function in one such role
per turn.

5, Reserye: Specialized armored bri-
gades may not use their special functions
while serving as reserves. While serving as
reserves, they function as ordinary units.

D. Dutch and Belgian Brigades: For
political reasons associated with the liber-
ation of their home countries, the Dutch
and Belgian brigades may not be used to
invest Dunkirk, Additionally, they have
their combat factors halved when outside
of Holland or Belgium. (Note: The Dutch
brigade functions at full effectiveness in
Belgium, and vice versa.)

E. 30th SS Division: The 30th SS
lnfantry Division begins the game in Bel-
fort. where it was being reformed after
having mutinied, and its reliability was in
considerable doubt. The first time that
the German player moves the 30th SS
Division into an Allied primary ZOC. but
after all German movement for the
impulse is completed, the German player
rolls a die. On a roll of 1 -3. there is no
effect, and the unit behaves normally for
the remainder of the game. On a roll of
4-6. the division mutinies. The unit is
immediately reduced one strength level
and retreated 2 hexes as if it had suffered
a DHL result. From that point on, the
division may not enter an enemy primary
zoc.

F.150th SS Panzer Brigade: The
150th SS Panzer Brigade was partially
equipped with captured US vehicles and
was intended to act as an infiltration/
surprise spearhead force. The 1 S0th
brigade, on the first impulse that it comes
adjacent to an Allied unit. may be used in
one of two ways, provided all Allied units
it is adiacent to are U.S. units.

1. Surprise Attack: lf the brigade is
used in the attack. its factors are included
in the total German factors attacking and
the odds are increased one odds column
due to the confusion caused by the ap-
pearance of the unit.

2. Subsequent lnfiltration: lf the

i
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150th brigade is stacked with German
units which attack, but does not partici-
pate in the attack, it may participate in
the advance after combat and may ignore
all Allied ZOCs whiie doinq so.

G, 501st SS Tiger Battalion: The Ger-
man 501st SS Tiger battalion requires
maneuver supply, even though it has a
movement allowance of only 10.

23. NEW UNlTS

New units appear as called for by the
Allied and German Orders of Appear-
ance. New units are always considered
to be in general supply the impulse they
enter the map, and units requiring man-
euver supply may have maneuver supply
allocated to them.

A. German Units: New German units
may enter the map on the north edge.
paying the cost to enter the first hex on
the map edge. German units may not
enter a hex occupied by an Allied unit,
but may enter a hex in an Allied pri-
mary ZOC, ending their movement when
they do so, Alternatively. German units
may appear in any city or town in
Germany so long as there are no Allied
units in general supply in Germany.
(Allied units supplied by airdrops and
Allied units which entered Germany dur-
ing the final impulse of the Allied player-
turn do not count for this purpose,) On
any turn that there is an Allied unit in
Germany at the beginning of the German
player-turn (except as noted above),
new German units may only appear on
the north edge as specified above or in
any German city or town east of the
Rhine Hiver not in the primary ZOC of
an Allied unit. occupied by an Allied
unit or last passed through by an Allied
unit. and to which a general supply path
may be traced.

Units noted as entering on the west
or south map edges must do So, and may
not alternatively be brought in in Ger-
many or the north map edge. Units which
enter on the south map edge must do so
in France (not Germany or Switzerland).
Units scheduled to enter the map on the
west edge on turn 2 but unable to do so
due to the presence of Allied units are
instead destroyed.

B. Allied Units:,All units listed as

appearing on the south edge enter the
map on the south edge west of switzer-
land, paying to enter the first hex on
the map edge. All other U.S. units may
enter any hex on the west edge of either
map. All British, Canadlan, Belgian,
Dutch, Czech, and Polish units enter on

the west edge of the northern map. All
Allied air[6rn. units may appear in
England,

C. Maneuver Suppty: All Allie<j grcund
units which require maneuver supply
must be allocated maneuver supply to
enter the map. While units need not enter
the map the turn indicated on the orcjer
of appearance, delaying the entry of a
unit until a later turn does not eliminate
the requirement that when it does enter.
it must be in maneuver. supply.

German units may be allocated man-
euver supply on their turn of entry,
but need not be.

D. Air Units: Air units enter the map
by means of a transfer mission (see Rule
10, Aircraft), consuming one MSP in so
doing. No other mission may be flown
the impulse of transfer, as the air unit has
exhausted its maneuver supply. German
air units enter free of cost, and although
they may only fly the transfer mission
the impulse of entry, the MSP used to en-
ter the map is not charged against the
total of accumulated German lVSps.

24. THE ROER DAMS

The two dam hexsides on the map are
the Roer dams. At the conclusion of any
phase in either player-turn in which the
German player has a unit in hex 2522,
2622, or 2523, he may destroy the Roer
dams. For the rest of that game turn and
all of the next game turn, all hexsides of
the ftoer Biver, beginning with the
hexside between hexes 2522 and 2621
and ending where the Boer Biver empties
into the Maas Biver, are treated as un-
trridged major river hexsides for all pur-
poses, including supply. Additionally, no
unit may retreat across any of these hex-
sides. lf forced to do so, the unit is
instead eliminated.

From the time the dams are destroyed
until the end of the game the two dam
hexsides are treated as minor river hex.
sides.

25. GERMAN NAVAL MOVEMENT

German units may only cross lull
sea hexsides by using naval movement.
The German player conducts naval
movement by using naval movement
points. Each turn during September, the
German player receives eight naval move-
ment points. Each turn during October
the German receives four naval movement
points" The German does not receive any
naval movement points after the end of
October. Naval movement points may
only be used the turn they are received;
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they mav not be accumulated.
For the expenditure of one naval

movernsnt point, cne German unit may
cross a full sea lrexside, paying the normal
terrain costs (the cost to enter the hex
plus one half of the unit's printed move-
ment allowance) to do so. For the ex-
penditure of two naval movement points,
the German player may transfer one unit
from either Fiushing or Breskins to either
The Hague, Botterdanr, or Dordrecht.
This navai transfer costs half of the unit's
printed movefilent allowance, but does
not require the expenditure of movement
points to enter the destination hex.
Units conducting a transfer from one port
to another must be able to trace a path of
hexes through partial sea hexes which do
not contain enemy units or their primary
ZOCs. Naval movement takes place dur-
any movement phase or phaSes of the
German plaVer"turn.

26. GERMAN FIRST TURN
DISORGANIZATION

During the first week of September,
(the first turn ol the game) the German
armies in the west, especially in the
northwest, were in considerable disorder.
Conseguently, the German player has
several special constraints the first turn of
the game. No German unit may enter
an Allied primary ZOC during the Ger-
man player.turn, nor mav any German
unit end its movement adjacent to the
west or south board edge. No German
unit may attack during the German
player-turn. All Allied attacks during the
Allied player-turn are raised one column
on the CRT.

During the Allied player-turn, the
German player is also restricted in his
ability to utilize reserves on the north
map. At the beginning of each reserve
movement phase, the German player
must indicate which reserve he wishes
to attempt to move. After designating all
such units, he rolls the die once for each
unit. On a roll of 'l or 2, the unit may
move and function as a normal reserve.
On a roll of 3-6, the unit may not move.

All units enabled to move by the die
roll lose their reserve status at the end of
the impulse, regardless of whether the
German player actually moves them or
not. All units with a movement allowance
of 10 or less which fail the required die
roll immediately lose their reserve status.
All units with a movement allowance
greater than 10 do not lose their reserve
status and the German player may again
attempt to release them on $ubseguent
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impulses.
The requirement that a reserve unit

must be rolled for to be released applies
only to reserves on the north map and to
those reserves on the south map which
the German player intends to move
onto the north map. Reserves on the
south map which will remain on the
south map need not be rolled for, and
function normally.

27. NATIONAL FRONTS

For both political and logistical rea-

sons, the Ailies tended to form national
fronts (although units were occasionally
loaned to neighboring armies of different
nations). To reflect this, the following
rules are in effect.

A. National Groups: For the purposes

of this rule, there are three national
groups. U.S. units form one national
group, French units form a second
national group, and all other Allied
nationalities form a third national group.

B. Front Limitations: French troops,
with the exception of the French 2nd
Armored Division, may only be used

on the south map. U.S. troops may be
used on either map. All other Allied
troops may only be used on the north
map.

C, Air Support: Air units may only
support an attack in which the majority
(or exactly half) of the attacking units are

of the same national group as the air unit.
Air units may only fly defensive support
over a hex if it contains at least one unit
of the same national group.

28. WESTERN HOLLAND

The part of Holland shaded light blue
is Western Holland. [\4uch of Western

Holland lies below sea level, protected
from inundation by extensive dikes.
Had the Allies attempted to sieze Western
Holland, the Germans planned to open
the dikes and conduct extensive flooding.
While this would have added to the
defensibility of the region, of far more
concern to Allied planners were the
economic effects of such a move.

Had Western Holland been flooded,
Dutch agriculture would have been
ravaged for years to come. and a consid-
erable amount of Allied shipping tonnage
during the rest of the campaign (and for
some time after the war) would by neces-

sity have been devoted to importing {ood
to Holland. Every time that the Allies
appeared to be moving into Western

Holland, the Germans began f looding
which invariably caused an Allied with-

drawal to their previous positions.
ln the game, at the end of every Allied

player-turn in which there is an Allied
unit in Western Holland, and at least one
German unit in Amsterdam, The Hague,
or Hoek van Holland, the Allied level
of incoming MSPs from the invasion
ports is permanently reduced by two per
turn. Allied units forced to retreat into
Western Holland may instead surrender
and are eliminated.

29. THE MAP

The game map is a schematic represen-
tation of the terrain in Western Europe
over which the campaign was fought.
Terrain and its effect on the game has

been generally covered in previous
rules. Several special items of information
also require mention.

A, The Hex Grid: Each hex covers an
area approximately 7 miles across (mea-

sured trom hexside to hexside), The
numbers in each hex have been included
to ease set-up and enable precise plotting
of airdrops. Each hex can be identified
by the letter N or S (referring to the north
or south map) followed by the distinct
four-digit code of the hex.

B. Switzer]and: Switzerland was,
throughout the campaign, a neutral. No
unit may move into Switzerland. No air
unit may fly over Switzerland. Ground
units forced to retreat into Switzerland
are eliminated instead.

C. The Chart Box: The chart box in
the southeastern corner of the south map
is not intended as an impassable barrier
on which defense lines gan be anchored.
Thus, any unit which exits the board on
the western edge of the chart Lrox may,
in the next turn, reenter the map on the
north edge of the chart box, and vice
versa. The area covered by the chart
box does not count against the maximum
allowed length of general supply lines.

SECTION lV: SCENARIOS

30. GENERAL RULE

There are a total of five scenarios in
Road To The Rhine: two battle games,

two campaign games, and the full-length
campaign game. Each scenario is covered
by one rule heading below. Each scenario
rule contains seven items of information.

A. Scenario Length: The rule will
indicate on which turn the game begins
and through which turn the game runs.
ln the case of the battle games the game

length will be only one player-turn.
B. Victory: This section will explain
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the levels of victory possible for each side
and what actions are necessary to achieve
them.

C. Set-up: This section will indicate
where units may be placed initially.
ln general, a group of units will be listed
followed by a group of hex numbers.
The units may be set up in any of those
hexes. They may be placed initially up
to the stacking limit. Not all of the
hexes listed need have units in them.
Additionally, in some scenarios a group
of units will have a listing indicating how
many units of the total listed may be
placed initially in reserve.

Units are generally identiiied by their
strength, their type, and their unit
identification, the last in parentheses.
lf the unit is at reduced strength, the
printed strength of the unit will appear in
parentheses after the unit's actual
strength at the start of the scenario.

For example, the German 116th Pan-
zer Division at reduced strength would
appear as:

4-15(9-1 5) panzer division-1 16.
ln the campaign game, a printed $et-

up chart is included showing the initial
location of units.

D. Supply: This section will indicate
how many IVISPs each side has initially
and how many each side receives each
turn.

E. New Units: This section will explain
what parts {if any} of the printed order
of appearance are used in the scenario.

F. Beplacements: This will detail what
alterations (if any) are made to the
normal replacement rate.

G. Special Bules; lf any special rules
are used in the scenario, they will be
detailed in this section.

31. THE FULL CAMPAIGN GAME

A. Game Length: The game begins
with the September l, 1944 turn and
proceeds until either April lV, 1945 or
until the Allied player fullfills his victory
conditions, whichever comes first.

B. Victory Conditions: To win, the
Allied player must capture every German
maior city on the map and maintain it
in supply at the conclusion of the Allied
player-turn of any game turn. lf the
Allied player accomplishes this by the
end of November, 1944, he has won an
overwhelming victory. lf he accomplishes
this by the end of December, 1944, he
has won a strategic victory. lf he accomp-
lishes this by the end of January, 1945,
he wins a substantial victory. lf he
accomplishes this by the end of February.
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1945, he wins a tactical victory. lf he
accomplishes this by the end of lVlarch,
1945, he obtains a marginal victory.
lf he accomplishes this by the end of
April, 1945, the German player achieves
a tactical victory. lf the Allied player
does not accomplish this at al[, the
German player wins a strategic victory.

C. Set-up: lnitial set-up charts are
provided for the full campaign game.
German units set up in the hexes in-
dicated on the chart. Units of the U.S.
First and Third Armies set up anywhere
within their army boundaries. The
Allied airborne reserve is placed initially
in England. All German units pictured
inside a heavy line box start the game
at half strength. (They are pictured at
full strength to assist in sorting.) The
German player sets up first.

D. Supply: Neither player has any
MSPs accumulated Initially. Both sides
receive the normal number of fi/lSPs

each turn.
E, New Units: New units appear as

called for by the campaign game order of
appearance, and are placed in play
according to the provisions of Rule 23,
New Units. Units will be noted as ex.
plained in Rule 30-C above. Note that
some units will appear at reduced
strength.

Withdrawals: Some units are listed
as being withdrawn at a certain time.
These units should be withdrawn from
the game during the initial segment of
the owning player's player-turn on the
turn indicated on the order of appear-
ance. lf the unit has been cannibalized, or
if the unit is surrounded by enemy units
and/or a combination of full sea hexes
and enemy primary ZOCs, a different
unit of the same type and size (although
not necessarily strengthl must be with-
drawn. lf the unit is destroyed or in the
cadre box. the unit is removed from the
box and play, and thus is not available
for rebuilding. lf a unit is not at full
strength when it is withdrawn, sufficient
replacements must also be withdrawn to
bring it up to strength. lfthe player does
not have suff icient replacements ac-
cumulated to do so, additional needed
replacements are subtracted from those
he receives in future turns. lf there are
not enough replacements scheduled to
arrive for the rest of the game to replace
loses among withdrawn units, the player
does not suffer any additional penalty
beyond losing those replacements.

F. Replacements: Replacements are

received as per the replacement chart

and Fule 18, Replacements.
G. Special Rules: None.

32. BATTLE GAME: Market-Garden

A. Scenario Length: The battle game
consists of the Allied player-turn of the
September lll turn.

B. Victory Conditions: lf at the end
of the scenario, the Allied player has at
least one division east of the Waal River
north of hex 2812 or east of the Roer
River south of hex 2615 he has won a

tactical victory. lf the Allied player has at
least one division across the Lek- Bhine
River he has won a strategic victory. In
either case, the division must be in
general supply by means other than
airdrop. Failing either of the above, the
German player wins.

C. Set-up: The Allied player sets up
in the following hexes:

Canadian 1st Army
8-20 armored division iCnd 4)
9-20 armored division (Pol 1)
3-20 armored brigade (Br 6 Gds)
2-15 infantry brigade (Dutch Pl)
Location: N-0809, 091 1, 1514, 1614,

1714, 0912, 0913, 1013. 1 114, 1214,
1314,1412.

Dunkirk
6-20 infantry division {Cnd 2)
Location: N-0209.

British 2nd Army
9-20 armored division (Br 6ds)
B-20 armored division (Br 7)
B-20 armored division (Br 11)
6-20 infantry division (Br 3)
5-20 infantry division (Br 15)
6-20 infantry division (Br 43)
6-20 infantry division (Br 53)
3-20 armored brigade (Br 4)
3-20 armored brigade (Br B)

S-20 spec. arm. bde. {Br 79/30}
2-15 infantry brigade (Belg 1 )

Location : N-1 814, 1914, 2014, 21 15,
2116,21 17 , 1915,2015,2016.

U.S. lst Army
9-20 armored division (US 2)
9-20 armored division (US 3)
7-20 armored division (US 5)
6-15 infantry division (US 1)
5-15 infantry division {US 4)
5-15 infantry division {US g)

5-15 infantry division (US 28)
5-1 5 infantry division (US 30)
5-15 infantry division (US 79)
2-25 arm. cav. regt. (US 4)
2-25 arm. cav. regt. (US 1021

2-25 arm. cav. regt. (US 113)
Location: N-2118, 2119, 2219, 2220,

2221, 2222, 2223, 2224, 2125,2025,
2026,2A27 .
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Air Units
2-40 bomber (Allied 2G)
2-'12 fighter bomber (Cnd 83G)
2-12 fighter bomber {Br 84G)
2-35 bomber (US 97Wl
2-35 bornber (US SgW)
2-1 t fighter bomber {US 100W)
Location: Any city or town west of

the front line,
Allied Airborne Reserve

5-10 parachute division (US 82)
5-10 parachute division {US 101 }

4-10 parachute division {Br 1)

5-20 airlanding division {Br 52}
2-10 parachute brigade (Pol 1)
Transport {US 52W}
Transport {US 53W}
Transport iBr 38/46G)
Location: England

The German player sets up in the
following hexes:

lst Parachute Army (up to 7 res.)
3-E infantry division (719)
3-8{5-8} infantry division {8E}
2-8(4-8) parachutc division (LW 7)
2-8(4-81 infantry division (604)
1-8t3-8) infantry division {84}
2-8(5-8) infantry division (353)
2-8{4-8} infantry division (180}
2-8(4-8) infantry division (190)
3-8 parachute KG (LW Walt.)
4-8 infantry divisiqn {176}
2-8 parachute regiment tLW 6I
1-8 security regiment {26}
Location : N-1 81 2. 1813, 1912, 2A12,

2A1?., 2114, 2211, 2213, 2214, 2215,
2216, 2218, 2313, 2316, 2317,2318,
2407, 2416, 2417, 2509, 2512,2516,
2517 ,2616.

l5rth Army {Right Wing}
3-8 iniantry division {331}
4-6 static division (3441

6-6 static division (64)
Lacation: N-0S10, 1110, 1 111, 1211,

1311.1312, 1411,1412"
Flushiag

1-6(3-6) static division (701

Lacation: N-1109.
Dunkirk {invested)

3-6 static division (226)
Location: N-0209.

1Sth Army {Left Wing - up to 3 res}
4-6 static division {346}
4-6 static division (7111
4-6 static division (59)
5-6 static division (245)
2-6(4-6) statie division {712}
Locatian: N-l51 1, 1512, 1513, 161 1,

1612, 1711, 1712, 1810, 1811, 1909.
Hoek van Holland

2"6 infantry brigade (HvH/249i
Locatian: N-1805.

I
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7th Army {up to 5 res.}
3-6 infantry division (5268)
3-8 infantry division (183VG)
4-6 static division (347i
1-6 infantry KG (172)

3-15 panzer brigade {105)
3-16{6-1 5} parachute division { LW 3)
1-6{3-6) static division (49i
5-1 5( 10-l 5) panzer division (9)

4-15(9-15) panzer division {1 16)
5-15(10-15) panzer division (2)

6-15(11-f 5) panzer division (SS 1)

6-1 5(1 1-1 5l panzer division tSS 2)
Locatian : N-231 9, 2320, 2321, ?322,

2323, 2324,2325, 2225, 2126,2127,
22?7, 2418, 2415, 2421, 2422,2424,
2518, 2523, 2524, 2617, 2619,2621,
2622,2718.

Resting
5-15(10-15) panzer division (SS 9)
5-15t10-15! panzer division (SS 10)
3-1 $ panzer brigade ( 107)
Location: Any one unit may be in

hex N-2710. All others must be in
cities or towns in Germany.

Air Units
1-l0fighter bomlrer (JK ll)
1-10 fishter bomber tJD 1)

Location: Any city or town in Ger-

many,
ln Cadre Box

5-8 parachute division {LW 6}
4-8 airlanding division {91)
4-8 infantry division (275)

5-8 infantry division (89)

10-12 panzer division {SS 12)
ln Destroyed Units Box

3-6 static division {47)
4-B static division (708)
1-6 infantry KG (136)

1-8 security regiment {80 LS)
D. Supply: The Altied player has

a total of 22 AilSPs to expend. The
German player has a total of 4 MSPs

to expend.
E. New Units: The Allied Player

receives as new units all those shown on
the campaign game order of appearance

for the September lll turn except those
that enter the south edge of the rnap.

The German player does not receive any
new units.

F. Replacernents: Neither side receives
any replacements during the scenario.

G. Special Rules:
1. Weather: The weather for the

turn is considered to bs rain, with the
air visibility condition of the impulse
immediately before the first Allied im-
pulse considered to have be€n clear.

2. Airhorne Planning: The Allied
player sets up first and must plan all

airborne assaults before the German
player sets up. (The Allied player does
not get to plan his assault based on
foreknowledge of the German disposi-
tio ns. )

3. Optional Victory: The battle
game's victory condi'tions are structured
to recreate the actual Market-Garden
operation, or a similar operation aimed at
a rapid penetration across the Rhine.
ln refiospect, it has become obviousthat
an operation against the Scheldt Estuary.
while less spectacular, would have been
far more productive. To reflect this,
if the Allied plaver manages to capture
all hexes of the Scheldt Estuary, his final
level of victory is raised one level. A
German victory becomes an Allied
tactical victory. An Allied tactical vic-
tory becomes an Allied strategic victory.
An Allied strategic victory becomes
an Allied miraculous victory.

4. Map; Only the north map is

used,

33. MARKET-GARDEN CAMPAIGN

A, Scenario Length: The scenario
lasts from the Allied player-turn of the
September lll,'1944 turn through the end
of the Decernber ll, 1944 turn.

B. Victory Conditions: lf at the end
of the scenario the Allied player has

captured 18 or more cities in Germany,
he has won a strategic victory. lf he has

captured 12 or more cities in Germany
he has won a substantial victory. lf he has

captured 6 or more cities he has won a

tactical victory. lf he has captured 3 or
more cities, ths scenario is a draw, lf
he has captured less than three cities,
the German has won.

C. Set-up: Both players $et up the
same as in the l\Iarket-Garden Battle
Game.

D. $upply: The German player has 3
l/lSPs accumulated lnitially and receives
an additional 7 per turn throughout the
scenario. The Allied player receives
all l\ilSPs from airlifts, captured ports,
and the invasion ports. Hedoes not receive
any I\llSPs from the southern ports, Each
turn, the Allied player subtracts 3 MSPs
from the number he is receiving that turn
to represent the supplies rent to the u.s.
3rd Army {off-map t0 the south}.

E. New Units: Players receive the fol-
lowing new units:

September lll
Altied:

6-20 infantry division (Br 49)
3-20 armored brigade (Br 34)
2-15 eommando brigade {Br 4)
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2-25arm. cav. rest. (US t4)
September lV

German:
2-8{4-8i infantry division (256 VG)
1'8 infantry division {406)
2-15 aslt. gun brigade (280)

Allied:
6-15 infantry divirion (US 2)
5-15 infantry division tUS 83)
2-25 arm. cav. regt. (US 15)
3-20 armored brigade {Cz 1}
A-20 spec. arm. brisade {Br 79/33}

October I

German:
withdraw: 1-10 fighter bomber (JD 1)

Allied:
5-15 infantry division (US 2S)
2-25 arm. cav. regt. (US 106)
6-20 infantry division {Br 51}
6-20 infantry division {Cnd 3}
3-20 armored brigade (Cnd 2)
5-20 spec. arm. brigade iBr 79/31)
B-20 spee. arm. brigade (Br 79/1AE)

0ctober ll
German:

2{t5-8) infantry division {246 VG)
Allied:

$'15 infantry divison (US 26)
4-10 parachute division tUS 17)
2-25arm. cav. regt. (US2)

October lll
German:

3-8 infantry division t363VG)
withdraw: 1-10 fighter bomber UK ll)

Atlied:
1-15 infantry regiment (US 24)

Octoher lV
German:

non€
Allied:

7-20 armored division iUS 9)
5-15 infantry division (US lMl

November I

German:
4-B infantry division {606)
2-15 aslt. gun brigade (341)

Allied:
5-15 infantry division (US 84)
5-15 infamry division (US 102)

November ll
German:

5-8 infantry division l272VG')
1-10 fighter bomber UK lll

Allied:
5-15 infantry division {US 99}
4-10 parachute division {Br 6}

November lll
German:

4-8 infantry division (26VG)
2-1S aslt. gun battalion (654)

Allied:
5-15 infantry division (8)
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November lV
German:

4€ infantry division (1AVG)
1-10 fighter bomber (JD 1)

Allied:
none

December I
German:

5-8 infantry division t212VG)
4-B infantry division (47VG)
4-8 infantry division l277VGl
2-10 panzer battalion {SS 501T}

Allied:
none
F. Beplacements: Each turn the

Allied player receives one less replace"
ment (of a type of his choice) than shown
on the replacement chart. Each turn the
German player receives two less re-
placements (of a type of his choice)
than shown on the replacement chart.

G. Special Hules:
1. Weather: The same weather

rule {or th€ first turn is used as for the
Market-Garden Battle Game. ln sub-

sequent turns weather is rolled for
normally,

2. Airborne Planning: The Allied
players sets up before the German player
and must plan any f irst turn assaults

before the German player sets uP"
3. Map: Only the north rnap is

used-

34. BATTLE GAME - The Bulge

A. Scenario Length: The battle game

consists of the German player'turn ol
the December lllgame turn.

B. Victory Conditions: lf at the end
o{ the game the German player has cap-
tured {was the last to pass over} any of the
bridge hexsides at Liege, Namur, or Huy,
he wins a marginal victory. lf the German
player has units (in or out of supply) in
Liege. Namur, and Maastricht, he wins a

tactical victory. lf he has a unit, in or out
of supply, in Antwerp at the end of any
impulse, he wins a strategic victory.
Failing any all of the above, the Allied
player wins. lf at the end of the game,
there are no Allied units between the
Waal and Lek Flivers, the level of German
victory is increased by one. An Allied
victory becomes a German tactical vic-
tory. etc.

Note: fhis battle game is included for
historical interest; it is not intended as

a tralanced scenario. There is virtually
no hope of even attaining a marginal
German victory, and only by great
good fortune can the German player hope
to equal the German historical gains (the

capture of St. Vith, Houffalize, and
$Iarchel.

C. Set-up; The German player sets
up first in the following hexes:

25th Army
3-8 parachute KG (LW Walt.)
2-8(4-8! infantry division {604}
2-I5 aslt. gun brigade (280)
5-8 parachute diyision { LW 6)
2-8 parachute regiment {LW 6}
4-G static division (712)
4-6 *tatic division {71 1 )

2S infantry brigade {HvH/249}
1-B security regiment (26)
2S{4€} static division {346}
Location: N-1308, 1408, 1608, 1?08,

1809, 1804, 1907, 1909, 1910. 20',10.

21A4, 211A, 2209, 2210, 2306,2314,
24A7, 24A9, 2419, 251A, 2710,2911,
2912.

lst Parachute Army
4-8 infantry division (606!
4-8 parachute division iLW 7)
2-8(4-8) infantry division {1801
3-8 infantry division {84}
4-8 infantry division (190)
Locatian : N-27 12, 27 13, 27 14, 2615,

2716,2616, 2517 .

1sth Army
5-8 infanty division l272VGl
2-8{5-8} infantry division (246VG}
5-8 infantry divisien {85}
2-8(5-8) infantry division {353}
2-614-8l static division (344)
4-8 infantry divirion (47VG)
3-B infantry division(363VG)
3-8 infantry division (183VG)
2-6{4-6} static division (59}
4-8 infantry division {176)
5-15{10-t5) panzer division tSS 10}
2-15 aslt. gun brigade (341)
Location: N"2417 ,2618, 2618, 2619,

262A, 2621, 2622, 2523, 2718,2722,
2723.

6th Panzer Army
4-8 infantry divirion (326VG)
4-8 infantry division t277V6)
1 0-15 panzer division (SS 1 2)
6-15 panzergronadr'er div {3}
2-15 astt. gun battalion (654i
4-8 infantry division (1ZVG}
11"15 panzer divlsion {SS 1}

6-15 parachute division (LW 3)
2-10 panzer battalion (SS 501T1
l1-15 panzer division {SS 2)
10-15 panzer division {SS 9l
Locatian : N-2324, 2423, 2424, 2624,

2525,2623.
5th Panzer Army

6-15{12-15} panzer division ( Lehr}
48 infantry division {26VG)
2-'15 aslt. gun brigade (91 1)
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10-15 panzer division {2}
9-15 penzer division {1 16)
4-B infantry division {560VG}
4-8 infantry division {18VG}
4-8 infantry division t62VG)
Location : N'2126, 2225, 2226, 232A,

7th Army
5-8 infantry division {212VG}
4"8 infantry division (276VG)
4-B infantry division (352VG)
5-8 parachute division {LW 5}
Location : N-21?8, 21 27.

1st Army
&15 panzergrenadier div l25l
4-15(8-15) panzergrenadier div (SS 17)

4-8 infantry division (36VG)
2-6(4-6) static division {347)
4-8 inlantry division {1gVG}
3-6 infantry division (719)
3-8 infantry division (416)

3-6 infanty diuision t526R)
4-15(9-15) panzer division {21}
5-1 5(10-15} panzer division (1 1)

4-8 infantry division (256VGl
4-8 infantry division {361VG)
5-G static division {245)
Lacation: 5-2003, 7102, ?1As,21M,

21A5, 2202, 22A5, 22AA, 23A2,230't,
2402, 2407, 25e/., 2505, 25A7, 2508,
2608. 2609, 2710, 281A, 2911,2912.

19th Army
4-15 panzer brisade (FHH/106)
4-8 infantry division (198)
4-8 infantry division {189)
4-B infantry division t708VG)
2-8{4-B) infantry division {16VG)
5€ iniantry division (269)
4-6 static division (338)

3-B infantry division (SS 301

3-G infantry division (716)
3-6 infantry division {159R)
Lacation:S-2'121, ?lZA, 201S, 2018,

1918. 1917, 1916, 2015, 2118,2117,
2215, 23X6, 2416, 2816, 2615,2814,
2714,2813,2413.

General Ressrve
2"8(5-e) infantry division (340VG)

10-15 panzer division (9)
6-15 panzergrenadter division {1 5}
4-15 panzer brigade tSS 150)
Locatian: Anywhere behind the front.

Air Units
1-10 fishter bomber (JK tl)
1 -1 0 f ighter bomber (J D 1 )

1-10 fighter bomber {JD 2}
1.10 fighter tromber (JD 5)
Locatian: Any city or town behind

the front.
In Cadre Box

5-8 infantrrT division (257VG)
4-B infantry division (553VG)

I
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ln Units Destroyod Box
3-6 static division {49)
3€ static division (70)
6'6 static division {64}
5-8 infantry division (89)
't-B infantry division (406)

5-G infantry division (462)
3-1 5 panzer brisade (1 121

3-1 5 panzer brigade (1 13)
1-6 infantry KG (136)
1-6 infantry KG (172)

2-6 infantry KG (Otter.)
1"8 infantry resiment (LW 19)
1-8 parachute regiment (LW 3B)

Dunkirk {invested}
3-6 static division (226)
Location: N-02b9.
The Allied player sets up after fie

German player in the following hexes:

Canadian tst Army {up to 4 res}
9-20 armored division {Pol 1}

8-20 armored division {Cnd 4}
6-20 infantry division {Cnd 2}
6-20 infantry division (Cnd 3)
6-20 infantry division {Br 49)
2-15 commando brigade (Br 4)
2-15 infantry brigade (Dutch Pl)
2-15 infantry brigade {Belq I }

2-10 parachute brigade {Pol 1}
3-20 armored brigade {Cnd 2}
S-20 spec. arm. brigade (Br 79/30)
S-20 spec. arm. brigade {Br 79131)
B-20 spec. arm . brigade (Br 79ll AE )

Location: N-1 609, 1 710, 1810, 1 8'l 1 ,

1911, 2011, 2A12, 2111, 2211,2311,
2313, 2411, 2811, 2512, 2611,2612,
27 11.

Dunkirk
3-20 armored brigade (Czeck 1)

Location: N-0209
British 2nd Army (less 3O Corps)
(up to 2 res)

8-20 armored division (Br 7)
6-20 infantry division {Br 3)
$20 infantry division (Br 15)
S20 airlanding division (Br 52)
3-20 armored brigade (Br 4)
3-20 armorod brigade (Br 8)
4-20 armored group {Br BD)
Location : N-2415, 2416, 2514, 2616,

2613,2614.2615.
British 30 Corps {all in res}

9-20 armored division {Br Gds}
5-20 infantry division (Br 43)
6-20 infantry division (Br 51)
5-20 infantry division {Br 53}
3-20 armored brigade (Br 6 Gd)
3-20 armored brisade (Er 34)
A-20 spec. arm. brigade {tsr 79/33)
4-2O armored group {Br BD)
Lacation: N-l816, 1717, 161A, 1617.

US 'trt Army {lerr 8 Corps}

{up to 4 in res.}
5-15 infantry division (US 361
5-15 infantry division (US 83)
5-15 infantry division (US 1041

6-15 infantry division tUS 1)
5"1 5 intantry division {US 9)
5-15 infantry division {US 8}
5-15 infantry division (US 781
5-15 infantry division (US S9)
6-t 5 infantry division {US 2}
9-20 armored division (US 3)
2-25 arm. cav. regt. (US 4)
2-25arm. eav. regt. (US 102)
2-25 arm. cav. regt. (US 113)
3"20 armored brigade {US BD/B}
1-15 infantry regiment (US 24)
Location: N-2521 , 2522, 2421 , 2321 ,

2422,2323,2322,1820.
US 9th Army {up to 2 in resf

5-15 infantry division {US 84)
5-"1 5 infantry division (US 102)
5-15 infantry division {US 29}
5-15 infantry division tUS 30)
9-20 armored division (US 2l
7-20 armored division {US 7)
2-25 arm. cav. regt (US 2)
2-25 arm. cav. regt. {US 103)
Locatian: N-23I8, 2418, 2319, 2519,

2520,2419.
US 8th Corps

2-25 arm, cau. regt. {US 14)
hex N-2223

5-1 5 intantry division (US 106)
hex 2224

2-15(5-15) infanty division (US 261
hex N-2025

2-20 armored brigade (US BDIR)
hex N-l825 {in reserve}

3-20 armored brigade (US BD/A,
hex N-2027

2-1 5 infantry regiment (US BD)
hex S-2101

2-15 infantry regiment tUS BD)
hex 5-2001

2-15 infanty regiment (US BD)
hex 5-2002
US 3rd Army (up to 5 res)

5-1 5 infantry division {US 90}
5-1 5 infantry divison (US 95)
5-15 infantry division (US 5i
5-15 infantry division (US 26)
5-1 5 infantry division (US 35)
5-15 infantry division (US 87)
5-15 infantry division {US 80)
7-20 armored division (US 10)
7-20 annored division (US 6)
2-25 arm. cav. regt. (US 3)
2-25 arm. cav regt. {US 6)
Locatian: S-2004, 2005, 2106, 1905,

19ffi, 2247, 21AA, 23W, 2409, 1S09.
US 7th Army (up to 3 in res)

7-20 armored division (US 12)
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7-20 armored division (US 14)
5-15 infantry division (US 44)
$15 infantry division (US 45)
5-15 infantry division {US 79)
5-15 infantry division (US 100)
5-15 infantry division (US 103)
2-25 arm. cav. regt. {US 15)
Loeation: 5-251 0, 2610, 27 1 1 , 281 1 ,

2812, 2713, 2613, 2514, 2515, 2412.
French 1st Army (up to 2 in res)

7-20 armored division (Fr 1l
7-20 armored division {Fr 2)
6-15 infantry division {Fr 1 Mar)
5-10 infantry divisions (Fr 2M)
5-10 infantry division (Fr 3Al)
5-10 mountain division (Fr 4M)
5-10 infantry division {Fr 9C)
1-10 infantry brigade (Fr 1l\ilT)
1-10 infantry brigade (Fr 2 MT)
1-10 infantry brigade (Fr 3MT)
2-15 commando brigade (Fr AF)
2-15 commando brigade {Fr FB)
6-20 infantry division (US 3)
Location : S-2415, 23'15, 2214, 2115,

2014, 1915, r815, 1816, 1817, 1818,
19'.t9, 1920, 2A20, 21 1 4, 17 17 .

Allied .Airborne Reserve
4-10 parachute division (US 171

Transport {US 52W}
Transport (US 53W)
Transport (Br 38/ GG)
Location: England

US 18th Corps (all in res)

5-10 parachute division (US 82I
5-10 parachute division (US 101)
Location: N-0528

Air Units
2-40 bomber (Allied 2G)
2-35 bomber (US 97W)
2-35 bomber (US 98W)
2-35 bomber {US 99W}
2-35 bomber (US 42W)
2-12 fighter bomber (Cnd 83G)
2-12 fighter bomber (Br 84G)
2"11 fishter bomber {US 100W}
1-11 fighter bomber (US 70W)
1-1 1 f ighter bomber {US 29PTAC)
l -1 1 fighter bomber (US 64W)
Lacation: Any city or town west

of the front.
Broken Down

5-15 infantry division (US 4)
7-20 armored division (US 9I
8-20 armored division { Br 1 1 )

ln Cadre Box
4-'10 parachute division {Br'l )

Cannibalized
6-20 infantry division {Br 50)
D. Supply: The German player

has 14 MSPs accumulated initially, in
addition to those he will receive at the
beginning of his player turn. In addition,
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up to six units whieh are not initially
placed in an enemy ZOC may be con-
sidered to be in maneuver supply as for-
mer unmoved reserves.

The Allied player has 5 hISPs accum-
uIated.

E. New Units: The German player

receives as new units all those shown on
the order of appearance for the Decsmber
lll turn. The Allied player does not re-

coive any new units.
F" Replacements: Neither side receives

any replacements duriog the scenario.
G. Special Rules:

1. Weather: The weather for the
turn is eonsidered to be winter storm.

2. Airborne Planning: tf the Ger-

man player intends to airdrop the von
der Heydte regiment during the scenario,
the target hex and drop impulse must be

recorded before the Allied player $ets up.

35. THE BULGE CAMPAIGN GAME

A. Scenario Length: The scenario lasts

from the German player-turn of the
December lll turn, 1945. through the
normal end of the game.

B. Victory Conditions: The victory
conditions are the same as in the {ull
campaign game.

C. Set-up: The same set-up instruc-
tions are used as in the Bulge battle game.

D. Supply; The same level of accumu-
lated supply is available to each side as
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in the Bulge battle game.
E. New Units: New units appear and

are withdrawn according to the campaign
game rules and order of aPPearance,
beginning with the December lll turn.

F. Replacements: neither side begins
with any accumulated replacements. Both
sides receive replacements at the standard
rate for the full campaign game.

G. Special Rules:
The same special rules are in ef fect

for the Bulge campaign game as for the
Bulge battle game. Note, however. that
both rules are relevant only to the first
turn of the game.

concerning the units are covered below.
A. German Units:
A number of questions were raised

about the widely varying strengths of
German units, especially the infantry and

static infantry divisions. When researching

the German order of battle. I made a

conscious effort to avoid stereotyping
units by their official designation. This
is not to say that there is a wealth of hard
data behind every factor assignment; only
that I felt it iustified to depart from
the normal convention that German in-
fantry is good, static divisions are bad.
etc. when information seemed to warrant
it. Several examples come to mind. The
64th Bodenstandige (static infantry)
Division was oniy formed in June of
1944 and was barely organized when it
was caught up in the retreat from the Pas

de Calais. By rights, it should have dis-

integrated, but a good NCO and junior
officer cadre not only held the division
together, but turned it into one oJ the
best divisions on the western front.
(The Canadian official history claims that
it was rhe best division Canadian troops
fought against.i Contrast this with the
70th Eodenstandige, a "white bread"
or stomach division charged with the

defense of Walcheren island, which

l. An lnformal Bibliography
The orders of battle for Road To The

Rhine were compiled from a variety of
sources, The British ground order of
battle was drawn primarily from Joslin
(the British government's official pub-
lished order of battle for the Second
World War) but was supplemented ex-
tensively from operational accounts as

to actual arrival times at the front. The
German order of battle was drawn
exclusively from Georg Tessin's Verbande
und Truppen der deutsches Wehrmacht
und Waffen SS im Zweiten Weltkrieg,
which is at least the most readitly useable
source available, The German air OB was

drawn from Tatun and Hoffschmidt's
The Rise and Fall of the German Air
Force while the Allied air OB's are from
the appendices to Victory in the West
volume ll (L. F. Ellis - the official British
historyl.

As is too-often the case, the United
States orders of battle proved the most
frustratingly elusive, as the Office of
the Chief of Military History several years

ago decided that there was insufficient
demand for an order of battle work to
justify its publication. Fortunately, Capt.
Shelby Stanton (ret.) has been compiling
the research material for such a project
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for some time and was gracious enough
to make available the considerable fruits
of his labor.

The volume of the U.S. official history
of the European Theatre of Operations
dealing with the rearmament program
of the French was the primary source
for the French order of battle and details
of the French [Vletropolitan program.

ln addition to order of battle sources,
a large number of operational accounts
were consulted in preparing the game,

but the ones relied upon most heavily
were the three volumes of the U.S. of-
ficial histoy of the ETO dealing with
the Lorraine campaign, the 1944 fighting
in the West Wall, and the final assault
across the Rhine. For the lMarket-Garden
operarion and the clearing of the scheldt
Estuary, the British ofticial history (Ellis)
was relied on heavily. Finally, the volume
of the U.S. history of the ETO dealing
with the logistical side of the campaign
was invaluable, even though the final
supply rules are heavily abstracted.

ll. Units

A variety of decisions were made
throughout the design process that
prompted guestions from the play-

testers. These and other items of interest
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collapsed almost immediately.
As a general rule, I took a strength

of four combat faclors as a starting point
for the average German division and var-

ied the strength of units from that norm

if information as to its composition or
performance warranted it. ln rnany cases.

the very fact that a division survived (or

failed to) was basis for change.

Several selected German units con-
stitute special cases. The 654th Assault
Gun battalion is included in the game

with the same strength as a standard
assault gun brigade primarily because

it was equipped with Jagdpanthers'
The 100th tVotorized brigade appears

as it was referred to in the U.S. history of
the Lorraine campaign. lt's actual desig'

nation was the 'l00th Panzer Brigade,
although it would appear that the unit
was no more than a motorized infantry
force bv the beqinning of September.
The designation of the SQth Landexchut'
zen regiment is a fabrication on my part'
There was a security regiment formed of
landesschutzen companies operating in the

German BOth CorPs sector in earlY

September. but I have been unable to
ti'ace the exact designation of this
regiment, hence the conventionalized one

appearing in the game. The 249th infan'
try brigade was officially a division, but
only nominally so. The 249th rruas actual-
ly a shadow division, the division number
being given to the fortress troops in the
Hook of Holland as an intelligence
ruse. The troops were never organized
as a division, but instead fought as

the Hoek van Holland group, hence the

double identif ication on the counter'
B. Allied Units:
Strength assessments oi Allied units

are fairly straightforward, Several

special cases are present, however.
All divisions of the French l\iletropolitan
program are included in the counter mix,
although due to equipment and man'
power shortages only about half of them
actually became operational during the
period covered by the game. They were

included because the possibility of lighter
Allied casualties in the game makes

raising them a possibility" The require-
ment that French units be raised from
cadres using Allied replacements stems

from the French equipment shortage and

the reluctance of the Allied power$ to
sacrifice too great a proportion of their
shipping tonnage to eguipment earmark'
ed for the French when their own troops
were also in need of it.

Several U.S. infantry regiments were

excluded from the counter rnix, primarily
due to the fact that they were engaged

exclusively in line of communication
duty. The purists may ruish to include
these regiments in their Allied OB. They
are the 65th, 118th, 156th, and 159th
regiments. The armored cavalry groups

excluded from the counter mix by the
special US armored cav replacement rule
are the l1th, 16th, 'l01st, 114th, and
1 1 5th.

The four U.S. divisions which arrive
at reduced strength do so to represent
the fact that in each case only part of
the division was available at the listed
arrival time, and in each instance that
element of the division fought alone for
several weeks {and in some cases for
several months) before the main body of
the division joined. For the curious,
only Combat Command A of the 8th
Armored Division was initially available,
while the advanced elements of the
42nd, 63rd, and 70th lnfantry Divisions
fought for some time as Task Force

Linden, Task Force Harris, and Task
Force Aaron, respectively.

The U.S, 66th lnfantry Division is

an entirely different story, The division
is available only on a roll of 1 or 2,
any other result meaning that it is sunk
in transit. On the 24th af December,
the 66th Division boarded ship in
England for the trip across the channel
to France. ln mid-channel the convoy
was attacked by German E boats and
three large transports were sunk, cas-
ualties ran into the thousands and the
division was permanently ruined for
combat, relegated to containment duties
in Brittany for the remainder of the war.

lll. Rules

The first thing that struck me about
the campaign in the west starting in Sep-

tember was the incredible gains made in
relatively short time periods. When you
consider that Antwerp was taken histor-
ically on the first turn by the Guards
Armored Division, that the entire l\,{arket
Garden operation took place within the
span of about one turn, and that most of
the German gains in the Bulge were
made in the first week, it becomes obvi-
ous that either a turn scale of less than
a week is necessary or the traditional one

or tlvo impulse turn has to be scrapped.

The multiple-impulse system used in
Fall of Tobruk was the starting point for
the system. The increased mobility of
units, increased importance of geographic

oblectives, and clearer preponderance of
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force on one side mandated the reserve
system as a means of plugging holes.
The dividend was the aspect of continu-
ing combat without bookkeeping prob.
lems. The prohibition of reserve move-
ment in the tinal impulse is primarily
a means of nullifying a game artifacl
that exposed itself - the at,ility of
the defender to use his reserves to pinch
off a salient after the attacker had com-
mitted all of his units.

The use of tVlSPs in the game to
represent the Allied logistical problems
was settled on because it was a fairly
easy game rule to deal with. Actual truck
convoys and physical movement of
supplies would certainly be a better
simulation of the process at work. but
that was not the type of complexity I

was searching for in the design. With
the existing system I could impose
reasonably realistic constraints on both
players and also use the system to tinker
with game balance.

The decline in Allied IVISPs in the
winter rnonths represents the increased
amount of tonnage taken up with coal to
meet French civilian needs in '44:45.The
initial decline represents the eating up
of forward stocks of supplies and the
lengthening of the Allied supply line.
Admittedly, it is possible that the Allied
supply lines will not get longer in the
game, Lrut I considered this a sufficiently
remote possibility to discount its effect.
The cost in IVISPs to conduct attacks
across unbridged major river hexsides
is an attempt to take into account both
the logistical strain caused by funnelling
units through a small assault bridgehead
and the cost of bringing forward the
necessary engineering equipment,

Of all the rules in the game, the
most difficult to develop was the first
turn German disorganization rule. and
this rule went through more different
versions than any other. Several con-
siderations seemed to work at cross-
purposes. On one hand, the British and
U.S. spearheads cut through the German
defenders north of the fi/leuse as if they
weren't there. The difficulty with a gen-

eral f irst turn disorganization rule was
that, given the relatively low troop den-
sity in the south, with even a little extra
gas Patton ran wild and usually was in
Germany the first turn. Some argue that
this would have happened under these
circumstances, but I personally don't
think so- Beyond that. and more impor-
tant than my opinion. is the fact that it
made for a short, lousy game. German
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resistance did coalesce faster in the south,
especially south of the [Vloselle H iver,

and thus the current rule was developed.
One final point in the game that has

raised a few eyebrows is the abitity to
inf initely replace aircraft. ActuallY, the
rule is not as outlandish as it seems.

For most of the game. the Germans have

relatively few air units in play, and

thus the loss of one of them will ser-

iously reduce their operational strength
while it is being replaced. Furthermore,
throughout this time period (except

toward the very end) German fighter
production was very high and the Luft-
waffe sutlered not from a shortage of
planes. but rather from a shortage of
pilots. Thus, the constraints on replacing
lost aircraft are more of a training lag

than any shortage of machines. and

in the final analYsis the number of
aircraft will have much less impact

on the balance of force than will the
amount of MSPs available to make air'
craft operational.

IV. The Game As History

While I do not believe that designers

should be heavy handed in tlreir at-

tempts to force historical outcomes,
ldo believe that one of the hallmarks

of minimum acceptability of a historical
game is that it at least be possible ta
approximate history with it. As a general

rule, ltry to walk through several his-

torical events with a game early on in the
design process, both to make sure I know
wl-rat's going on historically and also to
provide a check on the ability of the

system to reflect that historical reality,
in at least approximate terms. Normally,
these exercises end uP buried in mY

research notes and eventually misplaced
or forgotten. Recently. however. a

number of people have expressed interest
in this sort of thing, and as a result the
following is experimentally presented as

a combination historical overview and

example of play.
ln order to follow the exPlanation,

sort the counters specified for the
Bulge battle game by army. lt is not ne'

cessary to sort the counters of the French
1st Army, U.S. 7th ArmY, or German
19th Army. This example will give the

approximate initial positions of all units
of the British 21st and U.S. 12th Army
Groups and of the German units facing

them. Air units will not be dealt with
as thev cannot fly during the battle game.

Following the set-up information, there
is a step by step explanation of the game

moves that approximate th€ actual
Ardennes Counteroffensive.

German Set-up:
25th Army

BBth Corps: KG Walter in hex 2912,
604 inf div and 280 aslt gun bde in hex
27 10, 6 para div in hex 25i0, 6 Para

regt in hex 2410, 712 static div in hex
2210,711 static div in hex 2010.

30th Corps: HvH/249 inf bde in hex
1804,26 sec regt in hex 2104,346 static
div in hex 1809.

1st Parachute Army
2nd Parachute CorPs: 606 inf div in

hex2517,7 para div in hex 2616.
86th Corps: 180 inf div in hex 2715,

84 inf div in hex 2713, 190 ini div in
hex 2712.

15th ArmY
67th Corps: 2j2 VG ciiv in hex 2523.

246 VG div in hex 2622.
74th Corps: 85 and 253 inf divs in hex

2621 ,344 static div ia hex 2722.
B'l st Corps: 47VG div in hex 2620,

363VG div irr hex 2619.
12th SS Corps: 183 VG div and 59

slatic div in hex 2518, 176 inf div in hex

2417.
Army Reserve: 10 SS Pnz div in hex

2123,341 aslt gun bde in hex 2718,
6th SS Panzer ArmY

68th Corps: 326VG and 277VG divs

in hex 2423.
1st SS Panzer Corps: 12 SS Pnz,

3 pnz grcn dlv, and 654 aslt gun bn in

hex 2324, 12VG div in hex 2424, 1 SS

pnz div. 3 para div, and 5111 SS tiger bn

irr hex 2524.
2nd SS panzer Corps: 2 SS Pnz and I

SS pnz divs ,r: hex 2623.
Sth Panzer ArmY

47rh Patrzer CorPs: Pnz Lehr div,

26 VG div, 9'l 1 aslt gun bn in hex2126,
2 pnz div in hex 2226.

S8th Panzer Corps: 116Pnz and 560
VG divs inhex2225.

66th Corps: 18VG and 62VG divs in
hex 2325.

7th Army
80th Corps: 212VG and 276VG divs

in hex 2128.
85th Corps: 352VG and 5 Para div in

hex 2127 .

1st ArmY
90th CorPs: 25 Pnz gren div in hex

2508, 17 SS pnz gren div in hex 2507,
37VG cliv in hex 2307.

13th SS Corps: 559VG and 347 static
divs in hex 2206, 19VG and 719 inf
divs in hex 2105.

82nd Corps: 416 inf div in hex 2003,
526R inf div in hex 2102.
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Army Reserve: 21 Pnz div in hex

25A5,1 1 pnz div in hex2202.
89th Corps: 256VG, 361VG, aod 245

in{ divs facing U.S. 7th ArmY'

Canadian 1st ArmY
British'lst Corps: 1 Belg inf bde in

hex 1810, 4 Br cdo bde in hex 2211,
30, 31, and 1AE spec arm bdes in hex
2012 (reserve),4 Crrd arm div in hex

21 11, l Pol arm div in hex 1S11. Pl

Dutch inf bde in hex 2311, 1 Pol Para

bde in hex 2313 (reserve).

Canadian 2nd CorPs: 2 Cnd arm bde in

hex 2511, 49 Br inf div in hex 2711,
2 Cnd inf div in hex 2611, 3 Cnd inf
div in hex 2612.

British 2nd ArmY
British 30th CorPs: 33 sPec arm bde

and 43 Br inf div in hex I816 (reserve),

Br Gds arm div and arm orP BD in hex

1717 {reserve), Br 51 inf div and Br 6
Gds arm bde in hex 1616 (reserve), Br

53 ini cliv ancJ Br 34 arm bde in hex 1617
( rese rve ) .

British 12th Corps: Br 52 air lndg div

and Br 4 arm bde in hex 2416, Br 7 arm

div in hex 2516, Br 8 arm bde in hex

2415 (reserve).

British Bth Corps: Br arm group BD

in hex 2615, Br 3 inf div in hex 2613,

Br' 15 inf div in hex 2514 (reserve),

U.S.9th ArmY
13th Corps: 84 inf div in hex 2318,

102 inf div and 2 arm cav regt in hex

2418, 1 arm div in hex 2319 {reservei'
19th Corps: 2 arm div and 103 arm

cav reqt in hex 2519, 29 inf div in hex

2520, 30 inf div in hex 2419 (reserve).

U.S. 1st ArmY
7th Corps: 36 and 83 inf divs and

102 arm cav regt in hex 2521, 104 itrf
dlv and 4 artn cav regt in hex 2522,

1 inf div in hex 2421 (reserve), 3 arm

and 9 inf divs in hex 2321 (reserve).

Sth Corps: I and 78 inf divs and

1 13 arm cav regt in hex 2422, 2 and 99

inf divs in hex 2323, combat command

B (BD) in hex2322 (reserve).

24 inf regt in hex 1820.
Bth Corps: As listed in scenario'

U.S.3rd ArmY
20th Corps:3 arm cav regt in hex

2004, 90 inf div in hex 2005, 95 inf div
in hex 2106, 10 arm div in hex 1905
(reserve), 5 inf div in hex 1906 (reserve).

3rd Corps: 6 arm div and 6 arm cav

regt in hex 2207,26 inf div in hex 2'108

{reservei.
12th Corps: 35 inf div in hex 2308,

87 inf div in hex 2408, 4 arm div and

80 inf div in hex 1909 (reserve).
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Allied Theater Reserve

18th Airborne CorPs:82 and'l 01

para clivs in hex 0528.
German New Units and Beserves

340VG cliv in hex 2329. 79VG div,
FG pnz gren bde, and FB Pnz bde in hex
3126. v.cJ.H. para regt irr hex 3021.9
pnz, 15 pnz gren divs, and 150 SS Pnz
bde in hex 2327.

THE BATTLE
First lmpulse

German Attacks: The German PlaYer
has scheduled a parachute drop on hex

2222 an the second impulse. ln the mean

time, four attacks will be run.
The Panzer Lehr Division, the 26th

Volks Grenadier Division, and the 91 1th
Assault Gun Brigade attack the U'S. 26th
Division at 2i1 . The result o{ the attack
is a DX. The U.$. player chooses not to
lose the already-reduced 26th Division
and retreats to hex 1826. The German
player must reduce one unit and chooses

the 26th Volksgrenadiers, which then
advances to hex 1925. The Panzer Lehr

Division advances to hex 1926 while the
91Ith Assault Gun Brigade moves into
hex 2024. The U"S. 106th Division is

now surrounded.
The 352nd Volksgrenadier, 212th

Volksgrenadier, and the 276th Volks-
grenadier divisions attack Combat

Command A (CCA) of the 9th Armored
Diuision at 2:1 . Again the result is a

DX. CCA retreats without a loss to hex
1827. The 276th Volksgrenadiers are

- reduced and advance to hex 2027. The
352nd Volksgrenadiers advance to hex
1S28. The 212th Volksgrenadiers re'
main in position.

The 3rd Panzergrenadier Division and

the 654th Assault Gun Battalion attack
the U.$. 14th Armored CavalrY at 3:1
odds at roll an EX. Both the 14th Ar-
mored Cavalry and the 654th Assault
Gun Battalion are eliminated, the 3rd
Panzergrenadiers advancing to hex 2223.

The last attack is bY the 18th and
62nd Volksgrenadiers against the U.S'
106th Division at 1:1 surrounded. The

result is an EX. The U.S. player escalates

to two strength levels and the German
player follows suit. The 106th Division

is destroyed and both German Volks'
grenadier divisions are reduced. Both
advance to hex 2124.

Atlied Reservas.' The U'S. 1st Divi-
sion moves to hex 2222, the U.S, 7th
Arrnored Division moves to hex 2023,
the U.S, 82nd Airborne Division moves

to hex 2Q22, rhe U.S. 101st Airborne

Division moves to hex 1825, and the
U.S. iOth Armored Division moves to
hex 1901 on the south map.

Second lmpulse
German Movement: The 1st SS

Panzer Division and 3rd Parachute
Division move to hex 2124. The 12th
SS Panzer Division and 150th SS Panzer

Brigade move to hex 2223. The von der
Heydte Eegiment drops on hex 2222,
now occupied by the U.S. 1st Division,
and is eliminated.

German Combat: The 1st SS Panzer

Division and 3rd Parachute Division at-

tack the U.S. 7th Armored Division at

1.5:1 and roll a DX. The 7th Armored
Division retreats without loss to hex
'1922. The 3rd Parachute Division is

reduced and remains in place. The'1st
SS ?anzer Division advances to hex

2023.
The '1 2th SS Panzer Division attacks

the 1st U.S. Division at 1:1. The 150th
SS Panzer Brigade, though stacked with
the 12th SS Panzer, does not ioin the
attack, instead intending to exercise its

option to advance after combat through
U.S. prinrary ZOCs. The result of the
attack is NE.

Allied Reserves: The U.S. player

moves his 30th Division ro hex 2123 and
CCB of the 9th Armored Division to hex

1823.

Third lmpulse
German Mavement: The 116th Panzer

Division and the 580th Volksgrenadier
Division move to hex 1924. The 9th SS

Panzer Division moves to hex 2'l 24 while
the 2nd SS Panzer Division moves to hex
2023. -fhe 5th Parachute Division moves

to hex 1926.
German Attacks: The 1 16th Panzer

and the 580th Volksgrenadier Division
attack CCB of the gth Armored Division
at 3:1 and achieve a DFI result. CCB
retreats to hex 1722, the 1 16th Panzer
Division advances to hex 172'l , and the
580th Volksgrenadiers advance to hex
1923.

The 2nd SS Panzer Division attacks
the U.S. 82nd Airborne Division at 1.5:1
and rolls a DX. The 2nd SS Panzer Divi-
sion is reduced one level. The 82nd
Airborne also reduces itself one level to
avoid retreating.

The 9th SS Panzer Division attacks the
30th Division at 1.5:1 odds also and rolls
a DR result. The 30th Division retreats
to hex 2221 while the gth SS Panzers

advance to hex 2123.
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Finally, the Eth Parachute Division
attacks the reduced strength U.5. 28th
Division at 2:1 odds and rolls a DR. The
28th Division retreats to hex 1626 and
the 5th Parachute Division advances to
hex I 826.

Allied Reserves: The U.S. 5th Division
moves ro hex 1901 on the south map and
the U.S. 3rd Armored Division moves to
hex 1623.

Fourth lmpulse
German liavement: The German 2nd

and 9th Panzer Divisions rnove to hex
1724.

German Attacks: The two German
panzer divisions attack the U.S. 3rd
Armored Division at 1.5:1 and roll
an EX result. The U,S. player does not
choose to excalate the result and in-
stead reduces the 3rd Armored division
and retreats to hex 1522. The German
player reduced the 9th Panzer Division
and advances it to hex 1622. Bastogne
is surrounded. Znd Panzer Division
advances to hex 1622.

Allied Reserves.' The British 43rd
Division movei to hex 1920. The British
Guards Armored Division moves to hex
1520. The armored breakdown of the
British llth Armored Division {actually
the 29th Armored Brigade of that divi-
sion) moves to hex 1322. The British
53rd Division moves to hex 1219. The
U.S. 4th Armored Divirion moves to hex
1 525.

Fifth (Final) lmpulse
German Movement: A number of units

move into the line or assume reserve
status. Additionally, the 15th Panzer-
grenadier Division moves to hex '1725.

German Attacks: The 15th Panzer-
grenadiers attack Bastogne {the 101st
Airborne Division and CCR of the 9th
Armored Division, both at half strength
due to supply) at 1:1 odds. The German
player rolls a DX. The 1Sth Panzer-
grenadiers are reduced; the U.S. player
removes CCB to avoid retreating.

These are the approximate positions
reached at the German high water mark.
At this point, the German player dis-
continues his attack, having no hope for
success.



Expanded Sequence Of Play And Rule lndex

Weather Determ ination Segment
Determine weather (Rule 17)
Plot Airborne Assaults ( Rule 21)

German Player-Turn
lnitiaI Segment

Receive and Use Replacements (Rule l8)
Receive Maneuver Supply and Allocate to Graund Units (Rule 5)
Canduct Withdrawals { frule 3l E)

First lmpulse
Supply Determination Phase

Determine General Supply Srarss for Ground Units { Rule 6}
Attacate Maneuver Supply Foints To Air Units {frute l0}
Pay MSPs For lmpulx (after first impulse) {Rule 5)

Movement Phase
Player With The lnitiative Maves Ground Units {Rules 7 and 8}
Player With The lnitiative Creates Reserves (Rule 9)
Player With Tlte lnitiative Conducts Airborne Assaults {21)
Player With The lnitiative Declares Attacks (Rule l t )

Air Support Phase (Rule l0)
Cansult Air Visibitity Table (Rute 17)
Ptayer With The lnitiative Flies Suppon and Transfer Missions
Appasing Player Flies Support and lnterception Mixions
Player With The lnitiative Flies lnterception Missions
Conduct Air Combat

Combat Phase
Player With The lnitiative Conducts Attacks {Rules I I and l2l

Reserve Movement Phase

Apposing Player Moves Reserves (?ule 13)

Rqerve Air Support Phax {frule t4}
Opposing Ptayer Flies Support and Transfer Mixians
Player With The tnitiative Flies Suppart and lnterception Missions
Opposing Player Fties lnterception Missions
Conduct Air Combat.

Heserve Combat Phase

Opposing Player Canducts Attacks With Reserve Units ( Rule l5)
Second and Additional lmpulses * as First lmpulse

Final lmpulse {Hule 16}
TerminalSegment

Player With The lnitiative Uses Replacements {Rule l8)
Ptayer With The lnitiative Reduea tJnsupplied Units {Rule 6C}
Player With The lnitiative Remove$ Finished Movement Markers

Allied Player-Turn
ldentical To German Player*Turn

German
VG
R

FB
FG
FHH
BD
Otter.
LS
HvH

U.S:
BD
A
B

B
W
PTAC

ABBREVIATIONS

Army:
Volksgrenadier
Heserve
Fuehrer Begleit
Fuehrer Grenadier
Feldherrnhalle
Breakdown
Otterbeck
I andesschuetzen
Hoek van Halland

German SS:

T Tiqer
Nieb. Niebelungen

German Luftwaffe:
Wa[t. Walter
v.d.H. von der Heydte
R Beplacement
JK Jagd Korps
JD Jagd Division

Break Down
Combat Command A
Combat Command B

Combat Command R

Wing
Provisional Tactical Air

Command

c
Mar
M
AI
AC
MtT

AF
FR

French
Colonial
lWarche

Moroccan
Algerian
Air Corps
Moroccan Tabor
Africa
Franee

Other Allie,
Gds Guards
BD Break Down
G Group
Belg. Belgian
AE Armoured Engineer

l
l
I
I

i


